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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTiON



"Treasury board at its meeting of December 9th,1980, approved that
the Manitoba Health Serv'ices Commission construct a 25-bed psychìatric
unit for adolescents in the City of tlinnipeg. The stipu'lation was
that the property exist in the core area of Winnipeg near the Health
Sciences Centre. The Manitoba Health Services Commission was also
jnstructed to enter into architectural design contract and to proceed
to constructìon of this unit.

This 25-bed unit will deliver multidìscipf inary psychiatric services
to selected adolescents and their famÍlies with severe psychiatric
disturbance. The name suggested for this psychiatric faci'lity is The
Manitoba Adolescent Treatment Centre. It is proposed that a non-
profit corporation with a Board of Directors appointed by the Minister
of Health be constituted under the Corporatjons Act. The corporation
would be responsibìe for the operation of the Manitoba AdoJescent
Treatment Centre but the ownership of the building would be vested ín
the Manitoba Health Services Commjssion." (Cabinet Paper, "Psychiatric
FaciIity for Adolescents" )

In 1981, the provincial Minister of Health, Honourable Bud Sherman assigned a

community child/adolescent psychiatrist and a representative of the Manitoba

Health Services Cámmission Urban FacÍl ities Div'is'ion, to pìan a provincial

psychiatric hospital for the ìong-term treatment of adolescents. Foìlowing

p'lanning sessions between these two principals, an architectural firm was

awarded the contract, and jn the late faÌl of that year the Planning Committee

was constítuted.

l^lorking with this Committee to p'lan an adolescent psychiatric facility, which

had been talked about, and, recommended by task force reports for decades,

presented an unique setting for my social work practicum.* A meeting was held

with my advisor, the psych'iatrist who was the Chairperson of the Committee, and

myse'lf, to negotiate my role wíth the Committee. it was agreed that I would

* Prior to returning to compìete my M.S.W., I had been workÍng for several years
in rural Manitoba for Conrmunity Psychíatric Services for Children, of which the
psychiatrist was the Director. This was a posit'ive contributing factor ín the
psychiatrist's decision to expìore the possibiìity of my completing my practicum
as a member of the Planning Committee.



fulfjll the role of "facilitator-coordinator" and "pìanner". The psychiatrist

expl a.ined to the Pì anni ng Conimi ttee that an M. S.l,J. student had requested to

complete her practicum as a member of the P'lanning Committee- There was

agreement by the Conrnittee on my involvement in this jdentified role of

facil itator-coordinator and planner-

The duration of my involvement with the Planning Comm'ittee was from November

1981 to the Spríng of 1984.

My goals for this practicum were to improve my social work skills jn pìanning

and group facÍlitat'ion. The practicum setting was an ideal one in which to

realize both of these goals. The Ptanning Conrmittee was comprised of senior

professionals who had years of experience in theÍr particular field and in

working on various p'lanning conrmfttees. This, then, presented me with the

opportunity of focusing my interventions on enabl'ing experienced professionals

to work effectively and efficiently on achieving an end product that was consis-

tent with its original mandate and goals.

Sarason describes the challenge.

"Creating a physicaì envjronment js under the best of circumstances a

formjdabie tait<-. Unlike the administratjve chart, a brand new structure
cãnnot be changed, and this know1edge is a ..stjmulus both to anxiety and

ãrããiiuity - unäer the best of circumstances." (Sarason 163)

The warning phrase "cannot be changed" appeared to me to be the key to success-

ful task achievement by the Planning Committee. In my roìe, I would have to

concentrate on supporting consensus testìng and resoìving conflicts to facili-

tate the pìann'ing and decision making process.



Spec'ifically, my functions were outlined as follows:

Support Consensus Testing

Facil itate Decision Making

Process

Encourage group to expì ore areas of agree-

ment, suggest alternatives, propose compro-

mi se sol uti ons .

Encourage participation by all members.

Expì ore whether Conrnittee i s nearing a

decision, cautíon against premature deci-

sion-making and/or de'layed or deferred

dec'ision-maki ng.

Encourage Conrnittee to reach decisions that

are consistent wìth previous decisions and

consistent wjth treatment philosophy and the

terms of reference of the grouP.

Initiate or propose ideas,

dures relevant to the tasks

actions or proce-

of the group.

Facilitate Confl ict Resolution Expìore disagreements, relieve tension and

bring to a resolution.

0ne of the methods of facilitating accurate, realistic and consistent pìanning

and decjsion making would be through my role as the liaison and resource

consultant and as the recorder of the conmittee's decisions and plans.



Specifically, these functions were described as folIows:

Accurately record m'inutes and ensure thejr

distribution.

Arrange for Consul tants/Resource

Materi al

The functi on of ass'isti ng wi th

fol I ows :

Assist'in Group Maintenance

Functions

Make arrangements for resource consultants

(education' occupational therapy' etc') to

attend meetings when their specific expertise

is required.

"group maintenance functions" was descrjbed as

Increase the

member as it

the grouP.

personal satisfaction of each

relates to his functjonÍng in

Enhance group morale through support of a

common Purpose, shared goals'

in addition, it was agreed that I would work c]osely with the psychiatrist'

chairperson of the committee, to fac'ilitate hjs role as the government appointed

,,user Group". ThjS enabled me to include a socjal work perspectìve in the

development of the Functional Plan and subsequent design of the treatment

environment, and in djscussions of the proposed role of this facjlity withjn the

provincial mental health service delivery system'
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The principaì members of this Pìanning committee were as follows: the

chairperson, who þras a community child/adolescent psychiatrist' a representative

of the Urban Faci'lity Planning Divisjon of the Manitoba Health Services

commission, the archjtectural firm, represented by the senior architect and the

draftsperson, and mYseif.

All members v/ere appoínted to the Planning committee. with the exception of the

architect, the members'appointments were'identified as part of their iob de-

scription withjn the provìncial Department of Health for the duration of the

task. Each member of the Committee was given the authority to make final decis-

ions withjn the purview of their roles and constituencies- This fact, and the

fact that I had worked previousìy with the pschiatrist had imp]ications for my

choice of .interv.nrion strategÍes. This will be discussed in later chapters'

The plann.ing Committee did not exclude me from any sessions on the basís that

certain information was highly confidential. However, they did not give permis-

sjon for audio-taping meet'ings, and occasjonalìy, during the meetings, requested

that certain comments not be entered into the formal written record- To protect

confident.iality, members of the Planning Committee will be referred to by the'ir

profession/agency, throughout this report. Details of some illustrative exam-

ples may a'lso be l.imited to the formal written record when confidentiaìity has

been requested, oF, in my opinion, is requÍred'

The following chapter wiì1 explore the historical

which the Planning Conmittee worked. The chapter

more detajl on ny role with the Planning Committee'

and poì iticaì context under

on MethodoìogY wjll Provìde

Fol I owi ng thi s exP'l anati on
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of my varíous functions, I will review

and the role of the social workerin

by Pì anning Commíttee members of

self-evaluation will follow.

the

faci I

my

process with

itating this

rol e with

which decision were made

process. An eval uatjon

the Committee and a



CHAPTER II - HISTORICAL POLITICAL CONTEXT
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A. THE MANDATE TO BUILD

From Pinel's removal of the chains and shackles of jnmates in París asylums in

!7g2, and his introduction of moral treatment, to the present belief that mental

health servjces should be concentrated Ín the communíty, there has been an

evolutjon in the understand'ing of mental'ly iì'l people, and a grow'ing repertoire

of "best" interventjon systems to treat them. Each generation pìaces emphasis

on certajn aspects of diagnosìng and treating the mentalìy iì.].

The cha'lìenge for the Planning Commíttee became the designing of a permanent

structure that refllcted the beliefs and constrajnts of the present, and antici-

pated the beliefs and prospects of the future.

"The ultimate test of the success of a designed setting is'its abiìity
to sat'isfy and support expl icit and impì i_cit iuman needs and values;
that js, io provìäe a physical and social milieu wìthin which indi-
viduals' and groups''liiestyìe aspirations are reinforced and values
are recogni zed. " ('Frí edmann et al . 9 )

The identification of a need for distjnctive treatment programs for psychi-

atrically disturbed adolescents is a relativeìy new phenomenon. In the past, if

adolescents were clearìy mentally ilì they were committed to an adult psychiat-

ric hospitaì; if they djd somethíng cìear'ly anti-sociaì, they were committed to

a juveniìe correctional facility; if they had "behaviour prob'lems", they were

placed in ch'ild welfare institutions or group homes. Many adolescents presented

with more than one need or problem and cìearìy "did not fit". These adolescents

appear to have been "diagnosed" according to their Ievel of negative visibí'lity

in the conrmunity, and, according to the availabílity of space in each program-
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When the djrective to bujld a long-term adolescent psychiatric faciìity was

announced, many vested interest groups in the province believed it would answer

their needs. The Juvenile Corrections professiona'ls hoped that the new faci'ìity

would take all of the juvenile offenders whose crjmes were somewhat bizarre, oF,

had elements of extreme violence against society. Child welfare professionals

hoped that the facilÍty would admit those adolescents whose behaviour was such

that they could not be ma'íntained in open settings. Media reports emphasized

that adolescents sent out-of-provÍnce, for psychiatric treatment at enormous

expense to the taxpayer, would be repatriated to this proposed psychiatric

faci I íty.

The hosp.itaì psych'iatríc assessment units with a combined total of e'ighteen (18)

beds for children and adolescents for Manitoba and Northwest Ontario, beiieved

that the new facility would be the answer for those adolescents whom they had

assessed as needing'longer terni inpatient or day patient treatment. The rural

component of Community Psychiatric Services for Children hoped that the faciìity

would prov.ide a therapeutic milÍeu for those adolescents requiring intensÍve

psychiatric treatment, beyond the ability of the community of orÍg'in to provide,

and, that it wou]d provide immediate access for adolescents, throughout the

province, who were in acute crisis.

Discussions with staff in similar adolescent treatment facilities across Canada,

and the literature, strongìy support the fact that you cannot successfuìly mix

adolescents whose primary problem is that of disordered think'ing, caused by

mental illness, with those adolescents whose problems are not the result of

mental jllness, but who have been identified by the community as disp'lay'ing

behaviour that is considered unacceptable according to society's mores. The
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crjtical factor in identifying the mandated popu'ìation is the primary d'iagnosis

or problem. Secondary to the primary dìagnosis of mental illness, adolescents

with criminal charges, behavìoural probìems, fami'ly problems, and academjc

problems, wou'ld be included in the target popuìation'

The directive from the Provincial Department of Health was to build an adoles-

cent psych.iatric hospital. The description of what an adolescent psychiatric

hospital is in the 19g0's was less clear. The jnstitutions that were visited in

canada, incìudÍng Thistletown in Ontario, woods chrjstian Homes in caìgary, and

Brjtish columbia Youth Development centre, recommended a meìding of intensjve

residential care with psychìatrìc input. The amount of each ingredient to be

combined into this m.ixture was an unknown factor. The Pìanning Conrmittee's goaì

was to achjeve a strategic balance of the best components of a psychiatric

hospita'1, and of a residential, home-l'ike milieu. The impìications for the

system of creating this new setting were discussed from the first meeting to the

'ìast, because of the vested interest groups and the degree of poìitical pressure

brought to bear on the Process.

Depending on the philosophy and goals of the user Group, the final result could

have djffered remarkably from what this particular planning group put together'

There was no existing model to follow. Facilitjes in western canada and local

psychiatric units were consulted as to problems they encountered w'ith their

respective settings, and I reviewed the available líterature. These sources'

combined with the phi'losophy, knowledge and experience of the user Group'

provided the basis for the functional p'lan and for the decisjon-making process

of the Planning Commìttee.
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The Planning Committee met from the fall of 1981 to the spring of 1984. I will

not be reviewjng the deveìopment of thjs group, nor íts content and process

issues jn a chronological manner. Rather, I propose to discuss several major

themes to illustrate the workings of the group ín its task of creating an

adolescent treatment facilÍty. References to the líterature w'ill be 'incorporat-

ed into the discussion.

The Committee was g'iven limited direction and, therefore, set its own design

goa1s. These goals and the phiìosophy vested in them were the focus of dis-

cussions at the group meetings. Constraints were many - some common to any team

working on a task, others specifjc to the political, socio-economic environment

in which this task was to be realized.

Data will be drawn from several sources, as follows: the written record of

detailed minutes which I kept as part of my role with the group, and observation

notes I compiìed on both the process and content of each meeting, and from

individual conversations I had with Committee members and their support staff,

and in particular wjth the Chairperson of the Planning Comrnittee.

In my revjew of the literature, I found material which could be considered

supportive, but not directly related to the planning process and specifíc

problems of des'igning a psychiatric faciljty, or other sjmilar faciìity. There

was some I jmited material on the bui'ldìng boom of the asy'ìums, or mental hos-

pitals, in the early 1950's.
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Humphrey 0smond's well-known statement, quoted in "Function as the Basis of

Psychiatric Ward Design", Mentaì Hospital, Voì. B, April 1957,

"structure will determine functíon, unless functjon determines struc-
ture. "

is a classic commentary on the importance of the process of making decisions

according to identified need.

Recentìy, two human service writers have examined the process of designing

facilitjes. Seymour Sarason, in "The Creation of Settings and Future Socie-

ties", publjshed in !972, expressed his concern over this dearth of wrítten

material , as fol lows:

"One of the thorny obstacJes to understand'ing and formulating thg
creation of settings is the lack of well-described instances... i
would suggest that the compìex task is made a near imp_ossibìe one by
the lack-õf an organized set of conceptions which would help select
and order data according to the basíc problems confronting the cre-
ation of any setting." (Sarason 21)

A decade later, Mayer Spivak, whose collected writings on the process of inter-

díscip'l'inary pìanning in faciìity development, were compiled into a book in

1984, "InstitutÍonal Settings, An Environmental Design Approach", described the

result of this lack of data.

"Throughout the whole dreary
have repeated our místakes
building to buiJding, from
(Spivak 65)

history of institutional architecture, we
and our successes, undiffereniated, from
state to state, from decade to decade."
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It'is not that the design'ing and construction

occurrence. Rather, it is that sociologists,

concentrated on evaluating specific aspects of

on the process of designing this product.

of settings i s a new and unusual

psychologìsts and architects have

the finished product, rather than

The environmenta'l desígn I iterature provided examp'les of the environmental

effects of residential settings on children and adolescents. Literature review-

ed on mental illness and mental health, on the history of the evolution from the

asyl um to community-based treatment, provided contextua'l background. The

1íterature on groups was reviewed with an emphasis on the pìanning and decÍsion

making process of task groups.

As stated earlier, with the exception of those few writers who have considered

the process of facility design, the literature drawn from these sources lvas

heìpfuì in a supportive, rather than a direct sense. The literature and its

contribution to my agreed upon role with the Planning Committee, will be dis-

cussed in further detail as we proceed through the next chapters.
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B. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF THE CARE AND TREATMENT OF THE MENTALLY ILL IN CANADA

Before considerìng the events specific to the Manjtoba scene, wh'ich contributed

to the context within which the plann'ing and designing of the Manitoba adoles-

cent psychìatric hospitaì occurred, I will briefly review the history of the

care and treatment of the mental'ly ill, with emphasis on Canada.

"The term emotjona'l1y d'isturbed child ís a recent import jn psycho-
ìogical and psychiatiic literature." (Despert 37)

In her book "The Emotjonalìy Disturbed Child", L. Despert attempted to trace the

history of the class'ification and treatment of children who did not qualify as

"norînal". In her oþinion, the term "emotÍonally disturbed" does not reflect the

emergence of a new phenomenon, but is the successor to earlier terms such as

',incorrigible", "wicked", and "possessed". She states the term "emotional ly

disturbed" was first applied specificalìy to children by Sullivan in 1932.

(Despert 37)

Children were treated as "miniature adults" up until the late 1800's, the poor'

working and subject to the same harsh laws as adults from ages 6 or 7, and the

rich, preparing for their life as the "chosen classtr. Leo Kanner, the author of

the first American textbook jn child psychiatry writes,

"The concept of child psychiatry as a distinct spec'ialty djd not arise
- and coill¿ not have- arisen - before the twentieth century. "
(Gl asscote 1i )

Prior to the seventeenth century, mentalìy iì'l persons, variousìy referred to

"possessed", "witches", etc. were considered to be the responsibiìity of the
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famiìy unit. Often, famiììes were unable or unwil'ling to provide for these

peopìe, and "cormunity care" of the mentally i'll more often than not resulted in

ridicule, neglect and abuse. Religious 'institutions prov'ided some supplemental

care. In 1656, Louis XIV of France established several "generaì hospitals" to

care for the destitute, aged, lunatics, idiots, and others considered as "use-

less to society". Fol'lowing theír exampìe, New France (Québec) bui1t, under

Frangois Charon, the Hôpitaì Gónáral Villa Marie in 1694. This hospita'l and the

H6Þltal Général de Québec were the first institutions jn Canada who admitted and

cared for persons who were considered insensé.

In the nineteenth century, crusaders such as Pinel in France, Turke in Engìand'

and Dorothea Díx in North America, reacting to the deplorab'le conditions to

which mentalìy ill peop'te were sent, to be held in many cases until their death,

introduced the era of "moral treatment" with its belief that mental illness is

curable. The environment was consjdered to be the key to the cure. This

translated into isolating the person from the harmful effects of the world jn a

piace of "asyìum",'in order to heal the broken spirit, and the provision of a

balance of work, culture and recreation, under the constant support and encour-

agement of staff, to restore the person's ability to cope with an eventual

return to the outside world.

The preva'i1 ing mood was optimi sm, cure rates of 100% were cl aimed , and 'large

sums of private and public money heralded the era of the mental hospitaì move-

ment, the building of the asylum. (teighton 20)

Within fifty years, optìmism was replaced with the realization that some peop'le

were not cured, that hospitals were becoming overcrowded and under-financed, and

that conditions were fast approaching those against which Pinel and others had

fough t.
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custodiaJ care.

further strained

minimal standard

constructed.

The discovery of biologica'l determinism and belief in survival of the fittest'

swung the pendu'lum to the theory that the menta'l 1y i I I are i ncurabl e , and

require only safe custody, at a m'inimal cost. This change in society's beliefs

did not close the floodgate of peop'le beÍng sent to asyìums, but did change the

role of the asylum to a p'lace of secure custody. I,Jith referrals continuing, and

chroníc patients occupying beds, reduced funding and untraÍned staff, "moraì

treatment" or the "therapeutic environment" was replaced by less expensive,

Canada, and Ín the United States, massive immigration

resources of exist'ing'institutions to prov'ide even a

custodial care, and more and bigger jnstitutions were

In the early 1900's the asyìum, then, was society's basic response to the

problem of mental illness. Soc'ial Dan¡rinism with its emphasis on the natural

selection process and survival of the fittest, iustífied labelling and isoìating

the mental'ly iìì from "normal soc'iety". Their heredity was obviously defective'

and norma'l people and future generatíons had to be protected from them.

Then came the Mentaì Hyg'iene Movement, the influence of Freud ìn emphasizÍng the

effects of environment on personal Íty development, and the devel opment of

neurology and psychobio'logy under Adolf Meyer, who included psychoìogica1,

bfoìog'icaì, familiaì and social factors as causatjve. Meyer moved psychiatry

into a more sc'ientific approach and developed it as a sub-specialty of medicine.

The Mental Hygiene Movement supported by Meyer and promoted by Clifford Beers, a

former mental patient, was seen as a means of bring'ing together professional and

'lay peopìe to support research and to prevent mental illness. In Canada, Dr'

C.M. Hincks introduced intelligence testing, and with the heìp of Clifford

in

the

of
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Beers, estabìished the fjrst Mental Hygiene Clinic at the Toronto Juvenile

Court. (C.N.H.4., "More For The Mind" 4, 5)

Freud's ana'lysis and writings on the effects of early childhood on adult person-

aìity sparked interest in the study of the child. The Mental Hygiene Movement's

emphasis on preventìon fostered the Child Guidance Clinic Movement, with serv-

ices provided to children as a preventative measure to mental illness later in
I ife.

Kanner outljnes the fol'lowing events as being the maín building blocks in the

development of chiìd psychiatry as a separate disciplfne. (Gìasscote et a'1. 12)

(1) The Introduction of Psychometry - Goddard introduced the Binet-Simon

Test of Intelligence in the United States ín 1910, Terman adapted it
in 1916 as the Stanford Revisíon of the Bínet-Simon Test.

(2) Advent of Dynamic Psychiatry - Freud, and Meyer in the United States,

and theír retrospective search for meaning of childhood events 'led to

an interest in childhood.

(3) Establ ishment of Juvenile Courts - psychiatric and psycholog'ical

consultation on juvenile offenders was provided to judges.

(4) Mental Hygiene Movement - 1909, Clifford Beers, "Nationaì Committee

for Mental Hygiene" with emphasis on prevention and research.

(5) Probation for Young Offenders - the role of the Probation Officer was

defined as a "protector" and a "guíde".
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(6) Foster Home Placement Agencies

I ess irnrigrants; f rom i915 for

removed from unsuitable homes.

provided since the 1850's for home-

disturbed children who needed to be

(7) Specia'l Education Services (1970-1920) - United States passed ìegisìa-

tíon to promote education of the mentally retarded or othen¡rise handi-

capped pupil s.

(8) Child Guidance Clinics (1909-1911) - promoted the ideal of treating

children in the home environment.

(9) Play Therapy - MeJanie Klein, Anna Freud - first involvement of the

chíld pe" se in treatment.

Quentin Rae-Grant and Patricia Moffat in their 797I report "Children in Canada,

Residential Care" record that the first hospitaì school for retarded children

opened in 1876 in Ori1ìia,Ontarío. This hospitaì became the prototype for
several dozen institutions across Canada. Until recently, there was generally

no distÍnction made between those chiìdren seen as psychiatricaìly disturbed or

mentally retarded. The recognition and speciaìized treatment of children and

adolescents with psychiatric disturbance is of recent origin with the first
children's in-patient psychiatric unit in North America opening in New York's

Bellevue Hospita'1. (Rae-Grant and Moffat 7)

In 1918, Hincks and Beers organized Canada's National Committee for Mental

Hygiene. World l.lar I demonstrated that everyone is vulnerable to stress when

many people became shell-shock casualties. At the close of the war, Hincks
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originated chapters of Canada's National Conrnjttee for Menta'l Hygiene across

Canada, and advocated small regíona1 hospitaìs, associated with universities, to

alleviate the deplorable conditions of the mental asyìums.

"The economic depression of the 1930's provided an impetus for the
change in social phÍìosophy, stimulating a new ideo'logy of social
welfarism that promoted federal intervention and the formulation of
socÍal pìanning and pubiic poìícy at the national level." (Segal and
Aviram 16)

In Canada, the Rowell-Sirois Conmission of 1939 stated there was a continuing

need for additional mental health accommodation. This Commission was the

beginning of organized efforts by the Federal Government to assess mental health

services across Canada, and to promote the pìanning and equítab'te provision of

mental health services to people in al'l parts of the country.

The treatment of l,Jor'ld l^lar II's mentai health casualties resulted in a dramatic

increase in menta'f health professionals and services, and concomitantìy more

acceptance by socíety of persons with emotional disabilities. This acceptance,

the continuing deteríoration of the asylums and the ímpossib'le projected costs

needed to bríng these structures up to standard, and the introduction of psycho-

tropic medication to control symptoms, provided the impetus for a conrnuni-

ty-based care system.

In 1943, the Parliamentary Speciai Committee on Social Security presented a

brief from the Provincial Mental Health Directors on the importance of consider-

ing psychiatric wards as par t of the generaì hospital. in contradiction to

this reconmendation of treating the mentally ill as they would be in a general

hospitaì, the Canadian Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Services Act specific-
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a1ly excluded benefits to mental hospital patients. (C.M.H.A., "More For the

Mind" )

The federal government responded to the Provincial Mental Health Directors'

Brief by providing Mentaì Health Grants in the 1950's to the provinces to survey

the existing sítuation and to plan for ìmprovements.

Qne of the first recommendations to be realized by the federal government was

financial assistance to construct 20,65! beds between 1948 and 1961. (Roya'l

CommjssÍon on Health Services, "Psychiatric Care In Canada" 42) It became

obvious, by 1955, to the National Scientific Planning Council of the Canadian

Mental Health Assocíation (formerly National Committee for Menta'l Hyg'iene) that

the other provinciál reconrnendations were not beíng considered. The Council

therefore appointed a Standing Committee on Psychiatric Services which was to

revÍew the current situation and to develop a methodo'logy of setting standards

for evaluation of service provisÍon.

Their main recommendations can be summarized as follows:

(i) Integration of psychiatric servíces with the rest of medicÍne.

(2) Regiona'lization of treatment services.

(3) Decentral ization of management and administration of psychiatric

servi ces .

(4) Close cooperation of treatment personnel and coordinators of

psychiatric services.
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(5) Increas'ing and improved training and career programs.

(6) Coordination of I ocal psychiatric services

centres to ensure maximum effectiveness.

jn hospitaì s or

(7) Perjodic evaluation of quaìity of patient care by an independent

agency. (Royal Commission on Health Services, "Psychiatríc Care

In Canada" 7)

In 1960, Mr. MacNaughton introduced a private member's bíll to the federal house

whích suggested that the Federal and Provincíal governments and professionai

groups cooperate in "making a national survey of the extent of mental illness,

its causes, probleÁs and methods of treatment." (C.M.H.A., "More For the Mind"

18)

After much debate, the resolution was accepted jn princip'le by the federal

Mjníster of Health and Welfare, Honourable J. Waldo Monteith and the government

appointed a Royaì Commission under Justice Ernmet M. Haìì, in June 1961, to study

health servjces in Canada. (C.M.H.4., "More For The Mind" 18)

This Commission resulted in several reports including eleven (11) briefs from

C.M.H.A. - one from each province, and one from the national offÍce which are

contained in the document "More for the Mind' 1963 and the "Royaì Commission on

Health Services - Psychiatric Care in Canada, Extent and Results",1966.

The former report recommended a mental health system based on medícal integra-

tion, regionaìization, decentralization, continuity of care and coordination.

There were specific recommendations made for children's services. The Committee
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stated fjrst that these five (5) key factors of a mental health system should be

appfied to children. It reconmended a range of servÍces 'including inpatient,

partiaì hospitalization, and outpatient services to the famiìy, and a variety of

specialized living arrangements. It emphasized special provisions in the

classroom for educating children and adolescents, early assessment by the

psychiatric team and coordinated integrated services, and separat'ion of patients

accordíng to d'isability and treatment need. The following quote from the

Dominion Bureau of Statistics in 1965 indicates the results of their attempts at

compfìing information on children involved in treatment programs.

"The number of first admissions to these institutions is a function
reporting of facilities provided and has little or no relatÍon
incedencé or prevaìence." (Rae Grant and Moffat 18)

The Royal Commission stated "the qua'lity of psychiatrfc care is related to the

degree to which it is ava'ilable, acceptab'le, comprehensive, continuous and has

treatment based on diagnosis rather than symptoms. In terms of these five

criteria the general quality of psychiatric care is not high in Canada." (Royal

Commission on Health Services, "Psychiatric Care In Canada" 18)

Similar studies were beíng conducted in the Un'ited States by the Joint Committee

on Mental Iilness and Health from 1955 to 1960. The final report entitled

"Action for Mental Health" (196i) was studied by the UnÍted States CabÍnet.

President John F. Kennedy then called for

"the creation of comprehensive cornmunity mental health centres that
would make it possible for most of the mentaììy ilì to be successful'ly
and quickìy treated in their own communities and to return to a useful
pìace in soc'iety." (Segal and Aviram 29)

The passing in 1963 of the "Community Mentaì Health Centres Act" provided the

funds for construction. These centres were to incìude

of
to
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"at least five essential servÍces: inpatÍent, outpatient, partial (day
and night) hospitaìization, 24-hour emergency services, and conrmunity
services, consultation and education. Other allowable services were
díagnosis, rehabiìitation, pre-care and after-care, training, and
research and evaluation." (Segal and Aviram 29)

This Joint Commíssion on Mentaì Illness and Health did not review or make

recommendatíons on services for children and adolescents. Therefore, in 7975'-

the United States Congress appointed a second "Joint Commíssion to Review the

Mental Health Needs of Children and Adolescents." Results showed that, aithough

children and adoJescents were to have been provided with services by the Commu-

nity Mental Health Centres, services were adequate in very few centres. As a

result, the Federal legisìation was amended in 1970 and separate and specific

mon'ies were allocated for developing child and adolescent services. (Glasscote

et al. 3, 4)

In 1978, the President's Commission on Mental Health considered

"the upgrading and expansion
disorders an urgent priority"
617)

and fundíng was recomnended for a

of services for children with psychiatric
(President's Commission on Mental Health

comprehensive range of mental health services.

Residential services, were

were to include a range

private agencies.

to be provided in separate

of services, and increased

settings from aduìts,

ìinkages with public

and

and

" In contra st
there remains
adol es cen ts . "

to the trend
a scarcity

(Presídent's

toward de-institutionaJization of adults,
of residential resources for children and
Commission on Mental Health 628)
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C. HISTORICAL OVERVIEI^I OF MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES TO CHILDREN IN MANITOBA

The planning of a long-term treatment facility for psychiatricaìly disturbed

children/adolescents in Manitoba has been discussed by various task forces and

agencies since the 1930's. l.lith each new proposa'1, the goals of the faciìíty,

as well as the functional pìan, were adapted to reflect currently accepted

treatment methodo'logy. For example, earìy proposals for a 160 bed psych'iatric

hospital would be consjdered totally unacceptable today. The following section

traces the history of significant, task force and agency reports and recorrnen-

dations on mental health service delivery in Manitoba. Thjs history of aborted

attempts to provide treatment to psychiatrically disturbed children/adolescents

in Manftoba, proviãed historical context within which the Pìanning Conrnittee

tried, once agaín, to successful'ly plan and build a ìong-term psychÍatric

hospitaì.

In 1955 the CommunÍty l^leìfare Planning CouncÍl recommended the construction of a

160-bed child and adolescent hospital in l^linnipeg. The Counciì appointed a

"Psychîatric Services Standing Conrmittee", under Dr.George Sisler whose report

in 1956 included the following recommendations on children and adoJescents.

"Combining of the Child Guidance Clinic and Children's Hospita'l
Outpatient Department into a new clinic in the medical centre to
serve all the psychiatric needs of children year round. This
would include "faciljties for íntensive long-term treatment."

"Board of Directors responsible for this clfnic to include rep-
resentatives of government, city, school and hospital boards,
and, of vo'luntary organizations. "

(1)

(2)
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(3) Establishment of an 0utpatient Department fn St. Boniface Hospi-
tal Children's Department." (Sís'ler 7,8)

By 1958 there had been no progress on the above, and a member of the Child

l,lelfare P'lanning Counciì, Nan Murphy was appointed to chair a standÍng committee

to advise on the development of psychiatric services for children and adoles-

cents in Manitoba. The Committee recornmended in 1960 to the Hosp'itaì Survey

Board the opening of a 15-bed assessment unit for children and a 160-bed psychia-

trÍc hospitaì for children. A construction grant was approved for the latter in

1963. The l,Jelfare Council, through psychiatric services, approached Children's

Home in November 1960 regarding the provision of administratíve services in

affiliation with Children's Hospital for the 15-bed unit. ThÍs was approved by

the Minister of Health as the top príority ín developing mental health services.

The standing committee was termjnated in 1964 with the following achievements:

construction of a special education building, opened in 1961 to house the Ellen

Doug'las School and the Child Guidance Clinic, and the opening of a pre-school

Child Development Clinic, at Children's Hospital, in April of 1964. No progress

had been made in the psychiatric assessment unit nor on the psychÍatric hospi-

tal .

According to the 1966 survey for the Royal Conrnjssion, Manitoba was prov'id'ing

in-patient and out-patient services at the Selkirk Menta'l Hospital, opened in

1886, the Brandon Mental Hospital, opened in 1891, the Psychopathic Hospítaì

opened in i919 (Winnipeg Psychiatric Institute), the Manitoba School for Mental

Defectives, and at the psychiatric units of St. Boniface Hospitaì , Health

Sciences Centre, Misericordia General Hospita'1, and Deer Lodge Hospita'1.

Specificaìly for children, an in-patient and out-patient service operated
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through Chi I dren' s HosPita'l ,

Child Guidance Cl iníc. (Roya'l

tric Care" 92)

Children's psychiatric needs

lows:

The |lJÍnnipeg Child Guidance Clinic, and The Brandon

Commission on Health Services, "Trends In Psychia-

Ídent'ified through this 1966 survey were as fol-

(1) 15-bed unit for acuteìy disturbed chíldren at Children's Hospitaì.

, for emotionaììY(2) Undetermined number of

disturbed children who

beds for the Manitoba School

are grossìy handicapped.

(3) 20-bed unit for children in a medical

treatment from one to two Years.

centre in l^linnipeg for inPatient

(4) Facjljties for the inpatient treatment of disturbed adolescents.

(Royal Commissjon on Health Services, "Trends In Psychiatric Care" 99)

Dr. JÍm Asselstine, then the Director of the Winnipeg Child Guidance Clinic, and

his staff, began work on developing the prevíousìy discussed psychiatric facil-

íty. in September 1966, a functional pìan for 448 patients, of which 48 would

be in-patients, 100 wou'ld be partial hospitalization, and 300 would be active

out-patient cases, was negotiated with various jnterested parties. However by

Ig7O, the only change in service de'livery was the inpatient child psychiatric

unit at Children's Hospitai which had gradua'lìy evolved to a capacity of i5

beds, designated for assessment and short-term treatment. Outpatient services

continued to be provided through Children's Hosp'ital.
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In 196g, the Social Services Audit made the foìlowing reconrnendations in the

areas of mental health.

,'Diagnostíc services should be available to ímprov_e.t!e use of insti-
tutional and clÍnical care placements. Thís should incìude resÍden-
tial observation units, cìinical diagnostic services and treatment
facilities. All services for the older adolescent should be 'includ-

ed." (Social Service Audit 28)

In Ig7Z, the report "Five-Year Plan for Mental Health in Manitoba" outlined the

following basic principles which were to be followed in planníng and delivering

mental health services in Manitoba.

(1)

(2)

Where possible

Community-based

the patíent should be treated in his community.

resources should be utiljzed as far as Possible.

(3) The emphasis should be on the severelY dísturbed.

(4) An attempt should

through increased

tion.

(5) Services

with the

be made to more equ'itab'lY

decentralization and increased

distribute services,

emphasis on Preven-

should maximize dignity, and provide restoration of functjon

least disruption to the patient's lìfestyle.

Dr. Graham Clarkson, tabìed his 1973

Services in Manitoba "stating that

based on three (3) basic components,

ity, and regiona'lizat'ion of services

report on The Mental Health and Retardation

a modern mental health program should be

those of normalization, care in the commun-

and faci I itjes." (Cl arkson 8)
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His fírst recommendation was that

should be considered seParate and

mental health and

distinct programs.

mentaì retardation services

Recommendation, Sectíon 1.2 No. 1

He recommended that mental health services should be accessíble to peop'le in

their own communities.

Recommendation, Section 1.3 No. 5

"The Mental Retardation program should be separated ou! fr-om the
Mental Health program, and pláced under separate d'irection." (Clarkson
i)

"The devej opment of a regi ona'l 1y-based, communj ty-ori ented mentaJ
health program should emphasize care in the commun'ity as opposed to
hospital ization. " (Cl arkson 2)

In 1973, the position of "Coordjnator of Community Psychiatríc Services for

Children" was established by the government and jn L974 CommunÍty Psychiatríc

Services for Chíldren began providing mentaì health services to children/adoles-

cents and their families 'in rural and northern Manitoba.

Children's services had been described in the Clarkson Report as "fragmented and

ill-coordinated." (Clarkson 52) According to Clarkson, thís lack of coordina-

tion has often resulted jn the child/adolescent receiving servjces based on

first contact, not on identÍfied need, or in the child/adolescent be'ing referred

to agency after agency in an attempt to find the right services. Clarkson

identjfied the Child Guidance Cl inic and the Children's Hospital as the two

major children's mental health service prov'iders and noted theír separation

promotes probìems. His recommendation on integration of these servjces is as

fol I ows :
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Recommendation, Section 1.3 No. I

"A central and major child and adolescent service should be estab-
lished by the integration of the psychiatric component of the Winnipeg
Child Guidance Clinic and the Children's Hospita'l psychiatric ward."
(Cìarkson 3)

In February of 1973 an Advisory Board Council of the Child Gufdance Clinic

approached the Health Sciences Centre for actjon on the'long-term treatment

fac'ility. In April, the Ad Hoc Committee (Drs. George Sisler and Harold Penner,

members) recommended that the in-pat'ient short-term unit should be expanded from

i5 to 30 beds, that 50 beds should be identÍfied for extended treatment, and

that i00 spaces should be identified for day treatment. In 1974, it was recom-

mended that this plan begin with a piìot project of 15 beds for ìong-term

in-patient treatmenJ of severìy disturbed children. This report was presented

to the Advisory Board of the Child Guidance Clinic and to the Child Care Commit-

tee of the Health Scíences Centre, urho approved and forwarded it to the Planning

Committee of the Health sciences Centre for consideration and to the Department

of PsychÍatry, and then to the Minister of Health, the Honourable Saul Miller.

In i975, the Manitoba Psychiatric Association compìeted a study on the needs of

children and adolescents and recommended the construction of a 50-bed facility
(possible site - 0ld Grace Hospitai). Concern u/as expressed at the placement of

children and adolescents ín out-of-province psychiatric treatment facilitjes.

In 1976, this totalled 70-80 adolescents at an approximate cost of one míllion

dol I ars .

In 1975, the Ryant report on the Review of Child l^lelfare Policjes reviewed

proposa'ls for closed treatment of emotíonally djsturbed children and adoles-

cents. The Clarkson report and the alternate proposaì for a 50-bed hospital at
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the 0ld Grace Hospitaì were djscussed. The latter was not supported because of

its contradictjon with the recommendation of the Clarkson report, and the

F.ive-Year Plan, both of whìch emphasized decentralization, individual ization,

and communjty-based services. The Ryant report emphasized improved ìinkages

with other servjce províders and better use of existìng resources. (Ryant 188

i8e )

0n September 30th, !g75, there was a Cabinet Submissjon to Health, Education and

Socjal policy Committee of Cabinet, entitled the "Extended Treatment Faciìity

for Emotjonaì'ly Disturbed Children and Adolescents." This submission for a

10-bed pilot project under the auspices of the Health Sciences Centre agreed to

follow the principles outlined in the Five-Year Plan. Funds were approved in

the i975-76 Government Estimates for $176,000-00.

In 1976, the Psychiatric Task Force (Mr. David Pascoe and Dr. John Toews) which

was studying the redevelopment of psychiatric servjces at the Health Sciences

Centre listed the fo]lowing needs for psychiatrically disturbed children and

adolescents: for children - a 15-bed 'long-term unit, 15-bed short-term unit,

day treatment for 20, and outpatient department; for adolescents - a 15-bed

acute unit, 20 day treatment spaces, and an outpatient department. The first

prioríty, a detailed plan for psychiatrjc services for chjldren was to be

comp'leted by Apri'l 1977. (Psychiatric Task Force Minutes)

The',pianning Committee for the Children's Long-term Unit" met from 1976 to 1978

under the Chairship of Dr. Harold Penner, then Director of Community Psychiatric

Servíces for Children. The architectual firm had comp'leted the drawings when

there was a change of government (NDP to ConservatÍve), and the review of

capÍta'l expenditures froze the p'lanning iust prior to construction. Planning

continued regarding other phases of the Health Sciences Centre psych'iatry
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redevel opment.

The 1978 report of the "Task Force on Government Organization and Economy"

recommended increased psychiatric services for children.

"Children, whether deìinquent, disturbed or deprived often require
specia'l services. Psychiatric servjces are most needed at thís time
and are not available in sufficient quantity." (SpÍvak i04)

The "Response of the Social Planning Cornrn'ittee" to the Spivak report hÍghlighted

three (3) issues as follows:

"(1) There is a critical shortage of acute treatment beds for adoles-
cents.

(2) There are a number of treatment facílities but no coordínation of
placements to make effective use of these resources.

(3) Comprehensive planning to establish child and adolescent mental
health serv'ices is required. " (Socíal Planning Counciì ,
"Chalìenge and Opportunity" 13, 66, 104)

In 1980, the newìy appointed Director of Community PsychÍatric Services for

Children, Dr. K. Sigmundson was approached by the Minister of Health, to prepare

a feasibility plan for a 25-bed "long-term un'it" for psychiatricaiìy disturbed

adolescents. Aìthough negotiations for redevelopment of Psychíatry within the

Health Sciences Centre were continuing, and provision for child and adolescent

services was a part of this pìanning, it was proposed and agreed that this

25-bed unít would be a freestanding unit under the aegis of a community board of

di rectors .

In i983, Mr. David Pascoe chaired a Ministerial Task Force on "Corrnunity Mentaì

Health Services in Manitoba." Several sub-committees were appoínted and Dr.

Sígmundson and i sat on the "Child/Adolescent Mental Health Services Committee."
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The report of this Conrnittee was submjtted ìn May of i983.

dations b/ere several references supporting the need for a

facil ity.

Among the recorffnen-

'long-term treatment

1.4 - Mental Health Servíce Delivery System

"(1) The Mental Health Servíce Delivery System should ensure accessi-
ble, comprehensive and coordinated servíces to al I persons ín
Manitoba.

(2) There should be a spectrum of services avajlable and the level of
intervention should be the least restrictive alternative, consi-
dering the needs of the individual."

1.6 - Assessment

"(1) The funding of assessment and treatment services for children/ado-
lescents -should be considered a high priority. The practice of
the Manitoba Health Services Conrnission of determining funding
according to inpatient beds should be re-evaluated, in recogni-
tion of the potentiaì role of day hospitaì and outpatient pro-
grams in the assessment process."

7.7 - Treatment

"(4) The number of crisis beds in Manitoba should be increased. These
beds should be of two (2) types, as folJows: emergency beds, and
back-up crisis beds to residential treatment centres.

(5) Treatment resources in Manitoba should be coordinated, and
speciaìized services developed where indicated, to alìow repatria-
tion of those adolescents present'ly p'laced out-of-province."

(Child/Adolescent Mental Health Services in Manitoba 4, 7, B)

The practice of sending adolescents out-of-province for treatment had continued

at an estimated cost of one million dollars in the year 1982. In the eyes of

the community, providing treatment resources to adolescents within their own

conrnunity was one of the pubìicly knorvn and accepted reasons for building a

ìong-term treatment facility. (l.jinnipeg Free Press 30/12/82)

"Sending children out of the prov'ince is poor mental health practÍce
...but 'it's al so poor economic practice. "
(l^li nni peg Free Press 30/12/82)
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1.7 Treatment

"The proposed Manitoba Adolescent Treatment Centre (name for long-term
treatment faciìity) should provide placements for those out-of-pro-
vince adolescents who meet Manitoba Ado'lescent Treatment Centre's
criteria, and a provisíon of crisis and resp'ite beds as back-up to the
residential treatment centres should be provided.

(7) ...There should be a spectrum of treatment resources from high-
-level intensity services to cornrnunity support systems, and a degree
of flexibilÍty between leveJs, a'lìowing movement back and forth as
required." (Cfrild/Adolescent Mental Health ServÍces in Manitoba 9)
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D. EXTERNAL STRESSORS

During the tjme that this sub-committee report of the Pascoe Report, was resear-

ched and wrjtten, the Planning Committee had been proceedíng according to the

1981 cabínet mandate to plan and bu'ild an adolescent psychiatric hospital.

There were two major politica'l events which occurred during this time frame.

(N0v.1981 - Dec.1982) which threatened, once again, to abort the process.

Time pressures were also significant because of the government's desire to go to

construction while the economy was depressed.

"An important aspect of the task is the amount of stress under which
the task must- be performed. For optimaì performance the amount of
stress should neither be so great as to result ín co1ìapse of the
system or cause the group members to give up the task if they are
frustrated in reaching the goal, nor so small that the group members
are not motivated to perform." (Hare, "Handbook of Small Group Re-
search" 265)

According to Paul Hare, in the "Handbook of Small Group Research" the most

common stress experienced by a task group is the time ljmit and thís group was

no exceptìon. There were two major external events that hampered the abílity of

the Conmittee to meet its time commitments and that affected the cohesiveness of

the group. The first, occurring ear'ly in the pìanning process, was the Provin-

cial electjon of November 77th,198i. The second event was the prob'ìem of the

zoning variance for the facility.

Election specu'lation was that there would be a change in government from Conser-

vative to NDP. This traditionalìy means putting a'll projects on hold until they

can be reviewed by the incoming Mìnister and his staff. Planning of the faci-

lity was ín its infancy and could easiìy be halted. It had happened in the
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previous election when the Conservatíves had defeated the N.D.P.

The election results of November 17th, 1981, confirmed a win by the N.D.P. and

the Planning Commjttee met to discuss the questjon of to what extent the incom-

ing government was committed to the initiatives of the outgoing government. The

architect was particuìar'ly concerned because the firm had cìearìy been appointed

by the Conservation government, based on a reconrnendation by the then

Conservative Minister of Community Serv'ices.

The NDP appo'inted the Honourable L. Desjardins as Minister of Health, the same

position he had held prevÍousìy in the NDP Cabinet. The Committee was informed

that he considered the buflding of the treatment centre to be a continuation of

his directive from his last term in office. A senior government spokesperson

confjrmed the Minister's commitment to the Functional Plan, and stated that the

mandate and the appointed members of the Committee were acceptab'le to the

Minister and to his dePartment.

Duríng the pre-eìection period, there had been a slowdown in the planning

process, pending the outcome. In terms of group process, the external stressor,

the realistic possibjlity of having the project cancelled entireìy, resulted in

the Conrnittee members puìling together on an emotional support level and jn a

renewed commitment to the mandate, "if only they don't take it away from us".

This had resulted in an increased degree of trust among the members of the

Committee, who began to identify themselves as a group.

The announcement that the project was to continue was seen as a personal victory

for the Committee, that the members had "suffered and triumphed" together. The

advantage of this external stressor occurring early in the life of the Commit-
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tee, was the resulting positive effect on commitment to the process and to the

group goaì.

This feeìing of identity as a group was tested shortly afterwards with the

departure of the senior Manitoba Health Services Commission staff representa-

tive, and the appointment of one of his fjeld staff as a rep'lacement. There was

a sense of loss among the group members, dt both the task level and the

affective level. The Chairperson in particular, discussed the loss of the

senior Manitoba Health Services Commission's staff's expert'ise in building

facilities, his knowiedge of the target population, and his skills in working

with planning groups. The senior Manitoba Health Services Commíssion represen-

tatíve expressed to the Committee that he had completed his task of initiat'ing

the project through-the laying down of the government's ground rules for desígn,

participatíng in the discussion of, and sanctioning of, the design critería,

jnitiating the communication and decisíon-makìng pattern for the group, and

through my role as coordinator-facìlitator, ensuring that he could mon'itor the

progress of the group, through the written record.

"AS individuals leave the group, aS new members enter or a crisis
deve'lops, the equíì ibrium may be disturbed an.d the power struggìe
renewed and sometimes intensjfjed." (Bradford 89)

This was the first time that the Manitoba Health Services Commission would be

involved as a member of a Planning Committee throughout the process of building

a new facilÍty. Traditional'ly, the need for a hospital or persona'l care home

would be identified by members from the community who would then incorporate a

board, raise funds, and approach the Manitoba Health Services Commission for

sanction and the balance of the constructjon and operating funds. In this

situation, the Manitoba Health Services Commissíon was actívely involved ín the
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p'lanning and. construction process, and new roles and working parameters had to

be developed. It was regard'ing prob'lems with this kind of jssue, that the

senior Manjtoba Health Services Commission representative was most frequently

consulted after his departure from the group. The fÍeld staff person he assign-

ed to the Conrnittee saw his role as the "watchdog" of the pubìic purse, the

tradjtional role he would have p'layed in previous situatíons. In this p'lanning

process, that was onìy a part of his role. In add'ition to monitoring costs he

had to ensure that the build'ing uras a sound investment in this turn-key opera-

tÍon. He and the Commjttee were aware that other professionals were watching

and evaluating the unfold'ing of th'is process, in terms of it being the proposed,

standard operational procedure for future projects.

The combjnation of the provincial election and resultìng fear of the proiect

being cancelled, and then, renewed hope when it was not cancelled, the loss of a

trusted member of the group, and the arrival of a new member were examples of

events which disturbed the equ'ilibrium of the Planning Committee.

The second external event that adversely affected the abi'lity of the group to

meet its tjme schedule was the zoning variance.

The process Notes of August Sth, L982, record a meeting with a representative

from the Attorney General's Department to discuss the zon'ing variance process.

"The correspondence showed the Order-Ín-Council agreeing, to the sale
of land for'the Adolescent Psychìatric Facility, the cost of same and

ót tn. operating budget. There were two letters from the the Cíty of
Winnipeg'- one indicãting no probìem as varjance is iust a curb cut;
ánotnbr"from a City Planñer stating they would never allow the build-
i;g ió proteed ¿ue to an_agreement- witñ tfie Health Sciences Centre-"
(Bóvd, 'iProcess Notes" 43)
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Part of the confusion was again the result of the unÍque role of the Manitoba

Health Services Conrnission. Traditionaììy, the cornmun'ity board would have made

application for zoning, but in this situation, the Manitoba Health Services

Commission had this responsibilìty. The senior Manitoba Health Servìces Conrnis-

sion representatjve became active'ìy involved at this point in attempting to

direct this process.

There was also a question as to who held title to the land, t'linnipeg School

Division #1, or the Health Sciences Centre, and as to the process of transfer-

ring the title to the Manitoba Health Services CommÍssion. It was late summer

and there was pressure to get into the ground before winter freeze-up. There

was also increasÍng pressure from external vested interest groups for contro'l of

the pìanned faciliiy, and a concern that de'lays would further exacerbate this

probl em.

The Planning Committee was notified that the City Centre Fort Rouge Conmunity

CommÍttee would hear submissions and vote on Conditional Use Order DCU 84/82 on

September 28, 1982. The Committee had been assured that the councillors would

support the variance proposa'l and that this meeting was simply a formality.

However, after the architect and psychÍatrist had described the proposed facili-

ty and its use, the City Planner, backed by some local residents recommended

against support of the variance because of an agreement that the Health Sciences

Centre would not build outsjde of the zone bounded on the west by the east side

of Tecumseh Street.

The'land site for the treatment facility ídentified and approved by a ioint

Provincial and City Connnittee was on the west side of Tecumseh. However, the

proposed treatment facility was not part of the Health Scíences Centre, nor this
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agreement. Despite this fact, the vote was unanimous against the issue of the

variance, because of location. Several Councillors approached the group after

the meeting and the Chairperson "apo'logized to us, saying the Councillors had no

choice but to listen to the City Planner." (Boyd, "Process Notes" 64)

The group, again comprised of the origina'l members, i.e. Senior Manitoba Health

Services Commissjon representative present, cost consultant not present, was

shocked and angry. There had been promises that the zoning variance was mereìy

routine. The City and Province had chosen the land site and the C'ity, by way of

the City Centre-Fort Rouge Conrmìttee was now saying that they didn't agree with

the land site. The pìanning for the construction of the unit was near com-

pìetion, and we were ready to proceed with constructíon tenders.

The process became poìitical for the next period of time with the Manitoba

Health Services Commission representative, Chairperson and i attending citizen's

meetings, looking for other possib'le land sites, answering questions from the

media, and wjth much political dealing taking place at the Provincial and

Mun'ic'ipaì levels, w'ith the Premier and the Mayor each playing their parts.

The analogy discussed by members throughout these months was that of the sense

of being on a roller coaster, fuelled by rumours, and occasional accurate g'limp-

ses of future direction. There was only one Plann'ing Committee Meeting called

during this time, but there were frequent contacts between the members. The

cost consultant was on the periphery of thís process, saying that this was not

part of his job and that he preferred to wait for the outcome of the appeaì

process.
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Finalìy, after three months on December 13th,7982, the Executive Poìicy Comm'it-

tee agreed to hear the appeaì. At this meeting, the Senior Manitoba Health

Servjces Commission representative stated that many alternate sites had been

considered and rejected, and reiterated that the treatment centre was to be run

by a community board and had no connection with the Health Sciences Centre. The

Resident's Advisory Group, some residents of the area, and the City Planner

voiced theír objections. However, the Executive Polícy Commìttee did not agree

that a "gentìeman's agreement" with the Health Sciences Centre had any say over

the location of this neþ, and independent faciì'ity. The vote was a complete

reversal of the previous meetíng. The Executive Poìicy Committee voted unani-

mous'ly in favour of the zoning variance.

Time lost due to problems with zoning was more extensive than time lost due to

the results of the Provincial election. Both represented major external threats

to the process, and to the compietion of the project. Mutual support among

members was high, but remained specific to the assigned task. There was much

discussion of strategy, alìevíatjon of blame, and encouragement in the meetings

and by phone. However, Committee members djd not socíalize outside of the

context of the task, nor, more than a few times, even combìne work with lunch.

During these times of external stressors the senior Manitoba Health Services

Commission representative had a higher degree of involvement with the Conrnittee,

and the cost consultant remained on the periphery. He stated his decision not

to be involved duríng tÍmes of stress from outside forces, was because the

senior Manitoba Health Services Commission representative was involved. How-

ever, in my opinion, this adverse'ly affected his status on the Planning Commit-

tee as "one of the group". This, in turn, affected the on-going decísÍon mak'ing

process because of a perceived difference in the degree of his commitment to the

group goal.
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Fo1 ì owing the

intensified its

zoning variance

successfuì appea'l

meeting schedule

proces s .

'i n December, 1982 ,

ín an attempt to make

the P1 anni ng Cornmi ttee

up for time lost jn the

0n June 20,1983, the Honourable L.L. Desjardins officiated at the official

sod-turníng ceremony for the long-term treatment facility, the Manitoba Adoles-

cent Treatment Centre. In his address, he commented on the 60 years of pìanning

that had proceeded this "miIestone."

"The development of this much needed faciiity is a milestone in the field
of child and adolescent psychiatry ín Manitoba. The residential and

educational programs at the Manitoba Adolescent Treatment Centre wi'll focus
upon comprehenlive treatment 'incìudÍng medical services, education and

cômmunity integration." (Manitoba Information Services News Release
20/06/8s)
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"The ajm of social work is to facilitate the socÍal functioning of the
individua'l, the group, or the conrnunÍty. Social group work is thus
one part of the social work whole with a distinct way of helping
individuals in groups based upon and growing out of the knowledge,
understanding, and skill that is generic to all social work practice."
(Trecker 30)

The function of the social group worker is a helping or enabiing
function." (Konopka 165)

The opportunity of completing my practìcum as a member of the Planning Committee

for the proposed adolescent psychiatric hospÍtal was an unique and challenging

experience. As stated earlier, my roJe with the Planning Committee was in the

capacity of planner and facilitator-coordínator.

As in any interveniion wjth members of a group, there are individuaì dynamics

and group dynamics which nust be ident'ified and assessed. The main p'layers Ín

this particular group were the psychiatrist, architect, and representative(s)

from the ManÍtoba Health Services Commission. No one had previous direct

experience in the plann'ing and designing of an adolescent psychiatric faciiity.
This project was to be the pioneer in thjs area of facility deveìopment. Each

member brought the víewpoint of his/her professional training and experience to

the group discussíons. The architect had experience in des'igning schools and

correctional institutions. The senior Manitoba Health Services CommissÍon

representative had experience in facility planning and his appo'inted staff
person had experience in coordinating the development of, and assessing the

costs required for, personal care homes and for hospitals. The psychíatrist,

had experience Ín the pìann'ing of the provincial children's mental health

system, in acute care chíld/adolescent psychiatric units, and experience in
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traÍning and supervising non-medical professionals to deliver cornmunity psychia-

tric servÍces to chíldren and their families in rural/northern Manitoba, and

through the Child Guidance Cì'inic, had experience with psychiatric consultation

with multi-discipì'inary teams. I had experíence in the deìivery of community

psychiatric services to children/adolescents and their families in rural Mani-

toba, in an acute care child/adolescent psychjatric unit, and experience in the

pìanning of systems for children's mental health service delivery.

"Design is not simpìy a response to the demands of the user. The
design process invol ves the part'icipation of three part'ies - the
designer, the user and the client who commission the work. Each group
may be expected to have íts own set of needs which have to be brought
into l'ine in design s'ituations. It is perfectly possible for the
needs of either designers or ciients to deflect the chosen design away
from the one that would be best suited to user requirements." (Gold
233)

The stated goai of the cost consultant from the Manitoba Health Services Commis-

sion was to bring the project in under budget. The architect's identified goal

uras to design a practical and aesthetically pleasing facility based on the

functional needs of the User Group. The psychiatrist's expressed goa'l u/as to

deve'lop a facility which would operate effectiveìy, in order to bring about

therapeutic treatment of adoìescents, recognizing that in addition to the

effects of human interaction on change, the physica'l environment also affects

change. My goa'l was to facilitate the group process to enable consístent and

appropriate decisions to be made for the new treatment centre. The format of my

involvement inc'luded interventions at the planning meetings, interventions with

individual members of the group, and pre- and post-meeting pìanning sessions

with the Chairperson.

Each member of the Committee had to balance the need to meet their individual

goaìs against the group goaìs. The profess'ionals who were a part of this
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decisíon-making process came from a specific professional train'ing and attitudj-

nal base which was reflected'in the way they thought and the information and

issues they presented and defended. Social work, with its knowledge base in

systems theory, was well-suited to the role of enabling resoìution of disparate

information. My role in thÍs regard became particularly sign'ificant when the

senior Manitoba Health Services Commission representative turned the project

over to his field staff. He had been involved with the planning process from

its'inceptíon and had fulfjlled a coordinating, integrating role wíthin the

Committee. His departure after the second official p'lanning meeting, and

rep'lacement by someone with a cost-accounting background, left a gap in team

functions that my assígned role of facilitator-coordinator came to fill. One

can specuìate that if he had contÍnued as an active partic'ipant on the Commit-

tee, my role and hÍs role may have evolved in a different manner.

introductjon to the Planning Committee and the initial stages of my involvement

were confused by the presence of consultant staff of Community Psychiatric

ServÍces for Children. As a result, the Committee had diffjculty understanding

my proposed role. The only member of the Committee I had worked with previously

was the Chairperson. Much of this ear'ly perÍod was spent working with the

Chaírperson to complete the functionaì pìan and to identify clear principles

which could later be translated into design goals. The confusion as to my ro'le

was evident in the comments recorded in the evaluation questionnaire when the

members stated that Ínitia'ì1y they thought I was "just taking minutes". Each

member went on to say they gradua'lly came to understand, and to re'ly on my role

in the planning and facilitating/coordinat'ing functjons. My role had been

expìained to the Committee by the Chairperson prior to my arrival and further at

my first meeting. Based on my inítial assessment of the indjviduaì expertise of

the members and their experience in group decision making, I decided not to

add res s
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my proposed role directìy, but rather to let it evolve to meet the needs of the

Conrnittee members at different stages of the p'lanning process.

One of the first specific requests came from the archjtect who stated that the

mixed messages from various consuìting professionals were making it difficult

for hjm to clear'ly understand the functional plan.

In previous plannìng committees for chjld/adolescent psychiatric facilitjes in

Manitoba, the user group had been comprised of the key pìayers in each of the

principal disc'ip1 ines - psychiatry, psychology, social work, occupational

therapy, education, nursing, and admjnistration. Each prov'ided expertise on

specific components of the total design. The architect would then attempt to

sort through this "often confusing and contradictory jnformation, and to inte-

grate it into a workìng design concept. The ChaÍrperson and I had both been

involved in one or more of these committees.

The problem of a ìarge user group is that it results in a heirarchical, profes-

sional totem poìe styìe of decision-making. Space and function decisions are

often made based on gettÍng everyth'ing you can for your iurisdictfon/model of

treatment, thereby reinforcing the importance of your profession in other

peopìe's eyes. Because the user group cannot agree, compromises are eventuaìly

made and these often prove unworkable at the operational level. The ultimate

decisions are to some extent governed by the architect's wilìingness to listen

to one or the other of the arguments, and then to create into the design fea-

tures that that partÍcular group feels are most important. The result is often

a "camel is a horse designed by a committee".
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Power and control issues occupy

Professional ìoyalties result ín

djfferent treatment modalities,

according to the position on the

much of the working dynamics of the group.

much discussion of the conflicting merits of

and the relative size of offices and desks,

totem pole.

The Cha'irperson had been appointed as the official "user group". As such he had

to ensure that critical functional needs and information from each profession

were available to the architect. As stated earlier, the initial pìannÍng meet-

Íngs followed this traditional practÍce of having representatives from psychia-

try, psycho'logy, nursing, social work, education, and occupational therapy

attend. There was a need for the input of these professionals, but the existing

method was not satisfactory.

The Chairperson and I discussed the architect's request to handle this

differentìy, and we agreed that the consistency of the desÍgn was of paramount

importance.

it vras agreed that I would perform a liaison functjon between the Pìanning

Cormittee and these resource professionals, ensuring that both groups had

suffjcient information to make educated reconrnendations/decisions about design

problems. When necessary, the two groups met together to solve specific or

detailed issues that requÍred face-to-face interactjon and communication. A

record, includíng formal mjnutes of the meetings, and process and content notes,

was kept of these ínteractions. The Planning Chart proved to be índispensible

in coordinat'ing these dual track meetjngs and ensuring that decisjons were made

in proper sequence and wjthin time limits.

This resulted fn a reduction of the number of people attending the Pìanning
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Committee meetings to the core group, which

archjtect and draftsman, cost consultant, and

of the core group.

consisted of the ChairPerson, the

clearly Ídentified me as a member

"To select the approprìate size group for 1 gíven problem,. Thelen
(f é+gf has sugges'ied 

'the 'principie of _the leqst gro_up s.i1e' . The

òrãrp should bäjust large äno_ugh to include individuals with all the
Ëeleiant skills for problem solution." (Hare, "Handbook of Small Group

Research" 388)

In my opinion, this liaison functjon was effective in faciljtat'ing the decision-

mak.ing process. it allowed time for each sub-group to thoroughly explore

options for identified problems without feeling pressured that they were en-

croachíng on the time of other professjonals. it allowed for several issues to

be discussed concuryently by different sub-commjttees. At pianning meetings, I

would briefly summarize the progress of the sub-committee on their specific

prob'lem areas, and target dates would be set for discussing specific issues

and/or thejr final recommendations with the Planning Committee. As a result,

meetings at which the sub-groups and Planning Commìttee met together were more

focused and task oriented.

At approximately the same time, the Chairperson and I formalized the pìan to

meet before and after each planning meeting, to integrate phiìosophy with the

needs of the target population, and in such a way that the presentation to the

architects was clear and consistent.

gne of the first goals identifíed in djscuss'ion between the Chairperson and me

was the necessity for the architect and cost-consultant to have a clear under-

standing of the target popuìation and the philosophy of treatment.
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Commun'ity Psychiatric Services for Children has operated in rural/northern

Manitoba for the past 12 years, with the last six years being under the djrect-

ion of the psychiatrist assÍgned to this project. Non-medical professiona'ls

complete an intensive 6-month internsh'ip in child/adolescent community psychia-

try, and are then deployed to each region of the province. The role of these

professionals is to prov'ide d'irect intervention to the most severeìy psychia-

trically d'isturbed children/adolescents and their famijies in the community, and

to provide consultation to agencies, and pubìic and profess'iona'l education to

the community on mental health issues.

0ver the years, it had become increasingìy apparent that there were two critical

m'issing links in this system. The first was the need for a facility which could

provide easiìy u..årrible, acute, highly intensive and sophisticated interven-

tions, for chjldren/adolescents, identified and triaged by these communíty-based

workers.

The second identifíed gap in service provision was the lack of psychiatric

hospital beds for that small percentage of the popu'lation who required ìonger

term intensive treatment outside of the home/community environment.

Community Psychiatrìc Servjces for Chìldren has a strong bias towards provision

of services within the geographic area of origin. The provision of services

according to this model had been meetjng its mandated goals with the exception

of equitabìe access to a higher order of intensíty of servÍce provision.

Therefore, with the community program securely in pìace, pìanning could now

focus on the meetíng of these ídentífied gaps in service provisjon.
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The bias towards community-based treatment was evident in discussions between

the Chairperson and myself, and later wíth the Plannìng Committee, as emphasis

continued to be pìaced on a community focus and holjstic model of treatment for

adolescents in the new faciìity. The target population was identifíed as those

adolescents age 12 to 2I with severe psychiatric disorders, based on the belief

that mixing psychot'ic adolescents with those with behavÍour disorders adversely

effects the treatment of each. Severe psychiatrjc disturbance was defined

withín this context as follows: adolescents showing symptoms of thought dis-

order, psychosis, extreme depression with active suicidal attempts, extreme mood

swings, severe personality disorders, and organic or neurologica'l dysfunction.

If there was a primary diagnosis of mental illness, the adolescent was eligibìe

for admission regardìess of other probìems, resultíng from the ilJness, or

secondary to it, incìuding behavioural probìems, juvenile delínquency charges,

drug and alcohol abuse, school and fami'ly problems, etc.

This was a difficult concept to explain to the Plannìng Comm'ittee. Part of the

role that the facilitator-coordinator shared with the Chairperson, was an

educative role. In the early meetings, much of the focus was on educating

professionals whose areas of expertise were in buiìding design and cost consult-

ing, on the differences between mental illness and behaviour probìems, and

between constructing a psychiatric hospita'l for adolescents and a residential

treatment centre. Based on this understanding, the architect could then find

potential solutions in a des'ign sense, and the cost consultant could assess the

appropriate Ievel of funding.

The basjs of many discussions between the Chairperson and me, centered on how

one designs a facility which combines the integral parts of a psychiatric

hospi ta1
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wíthout design'ing an institutional settíng, oF, conversely, a group home set-

t'ing.

The Chairperson was committed to the philosophy of mental health service deliv-

ery in the community of origin. At nodal points in the life of the identjfied

mental ìy i'11 person, the degree of intens'ity of requi red treatment might neces-

sitate a temporary transfer to a psychjatric hospital. This hosp'ita1 setting

would have to meet all the necessary requìrements under the Manitoba Hospitaì

Act, but would not have to be designed as a regimented and sterile instítution.

In djscussions with the Chairperson, it became clear that his vision of a

hospital that operated with all the rigors and safeguards required for accred-

itation, but that appeared to those individuals who were temporariìy transferred

to it, to be a pìace of safety, treatment, and support to the individual's

return to his/her conmunity. The hospital setting was not to function as a

community unto itself, but to provide a base for the patient's progress ín

ach'ieving a satisfactory level of functíoning.

For example, it was agreed that a school program was required, but that this

program should be run by the Winnipeg School Div'ision #1, not by staff of the

treatment centre. In desìgning the gym - cafeteria - auditorium, decisions were

made not to purchase equipment such as weights and exercjse machines. Rather,

it was expected that the adolescents would use community club and other health

club facilities. Further, adolescents admitted to the centre were to be sup-

ported to contjnue in any community act'ivities and with community agencies that

were ínvolved príor to admission to the centre.
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The other role for the proposed psychìatric hospita'l was that of a centre for

adolescents who were experiencing some mental health problems and who might

benefit from an evening group or social activit'ies. This emphasis on commun'ity,

however, did not negate the belief that the centre must have all the necessary

aspects of a psychiatric hospitai - medical admissions and discharges, inter-

ventions based on diagnos'is, high'ly trained staff, availabil'ity of medications,

and on-going research into etiology, etc...

One of the more interesting manifestations of this came in design decisÍons

regarding the Nursing Station. Hospitaìs have Nursing Stations; group homes do

not. The Nursing Station serves the traditional function of communications

centre for hospita'l staff and for patients. So traditional, that in the archi-

tect's first schemåtic drawings each unit had its own Nursing Station. The

Chairperson recommended a change to a single Nursjng Station located outside the

living area of each unit, but with visual access to them. To parents and

guardians, this would be the symbolic representation of the official hospital

function of admitting and d'ischarging their adolescents. To adolescents, it
would be the communication centre for informatjon regarding the overall opera-

tion of the centre, in contrast to information provided by their individual

iiving units.

Each design decision then, had to achieve this balance between the appropriate

components of a psychìatric hospita'l and the appropriate components of a res-

idential group home setting. Thís concept wí.l1 be discussed further throughout

thjs paper.
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Access to the Chairperson was initially facilitated by my previous contact with

him in his capacity as Director of Commun'ity Psychiatric Services for Children.

However th'is involvement had been limited and in a different context. I felt

the prev'ious connection resulted in the Chairperson "giving me a chance", but

nothing more than that. This feeling was validated in the Evaluation Question-

naire when he stated that he saw my involvement initia'lìy as that of a student

requiring a practicum pìacement, and if what I did proved useful, fine, but he

was not counting on 'it, one way or the other.

initially, I began by offerÍng to compìete more concrete assignments, such as

compi'ling the hìstory of task force reports on the proposed treatment faciiíty,

and search'ing out resource people and materials. in later meetjngs, i began

providing my post meeting assessment of the Planning Committee meeting, gradual-

'ly increasing the specificity of my feedback as to how I saw his role interact-

ing with the other members of the Planning Committee. My role in the

pre-pìannÍng meet'ing sessions with the Chairperson followed a similar process.

After the ínitial few months, in which I learned what the Chairperson's goaìs

with the Committee were, and how his personal styìe of working interacted with

the other Commjttee members, the pre and post-planning sessions were completeìy

open discussions which dealt with all issues effecting the p'lannÍng of the

treatment centre.

This strengthing relationship naturaliy effected the members of the P'lanning

Conrnittee and the group process. The Comm'ittee members were aware of my in-

creasing Ínvoìvement wjth the pìanning and began phoning me direct'ly on some
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issues or, on other issues, phoned me if the Chairperson was not avajlable. At

the same time, they saw my role as becoming more ìndependent of the Chairperson

in the Planning Meetings per se. By this tjme, I felt I had established a

credible track record, and could openly support, or disagree, with the Chairper-

son in front of the group, without adverse'ly effecting my working relationship

with the Chairperson or the other Comm'ittee members. This eventualìy resulted

in some Conmittee members attempting to ìobby the Chairperson through me. At

t'imes, thís was val id; at other times it r^,as more a function of the strong

vested interest of the member, rather than interest in the group goa1. These

were attempts to get "the Chairperson on their side", to brief the Chairperson

and then attempt to demonstrate a united front in support of their need.

Sub-conmittee meetings were injtiated by the Chairperson or myself if it appear-

ed that the discussion or decision making process could more easily be resolved

by dealing with the contentjous issue outside of the formaì planning meeting.

This approach was used most frequentìy with the cost consultant whose consis-

tent, initial response was a defensive and suspicious, confrontational mode.

Later, in discussion with the Cha'irperson and I, he would appear more relaxed in

considering the issue. Thís was reflected in the mjnutes as the Pìanning

Committee agreeing that the Chairperson, the member and I would set up a meeting

to discuss the issue further. It would also be recorded on the Planning Chart

to ensure that the contentious issue returned to the Pìanning Committee for

final discussion and decision.

When the Chairperson was out of town, and could not be reached by phone, there

u/as direct testing of my role and my power. The first inc'ident of this type

occurred approximateìy four months into my involvement wíth the Committee.
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In

my

I received a phone caì'l from the architect who stated that he wanted an immedi-

ate meeting with the educational consultants regardíng space requìrements, and

that he was upset over a te'lephone ca1'l from the cost consultant telling h'im to

reduce a cost estimate innnediateìy. This was at a time when the cost consultant

was establíshing his role and power on the Committee, and when the architect,

having formed a workìng alliance with the previous representative from the

M.H.S.C., was being given contradictory messages by th'is new representative as

to how he should proceed.

assessing the situation, I decided I had several options, as demonstrated by

Process Notes, dated March 24, 1982.

(1) "I could refuse to do anything until Chairperson's return."

assessment: "Not appropriate because:

(a) architect concerned about pressure from cost

consultant and,

(b) consu'ltants are available to make decisions

re: educational area."

(2) "I could phone the former representative from the M.H.S.C., the

supervisor of the present cost consultant, (knowing that he had

said, in confidence, to ignore this cost cut), to ask for his

recommendation as to how to proceed."

"Not appropriate at this stage, further explora-

tíon requÍred first."
assessment:
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(3) " I coul d meet wi th the

and the pressure on him,

person's return. "

architect, thereby reducing his concern

and suggest that we wait for the Chair-

assessment: "I decided to proceed with the last option, and

attempted to reduce the architect's concern and

anxiety as we contÍnued talking on the phone-

When this appeared to be only mí'ldly effective, I

agreed to meet with the architect at his office to

djscuss this situatjon in more detail, and to set

up the meeting with the educational consultants."

( Boyd , " Proces s Notes " 29, 30 )

My Process Notes of March 29, I}BZ showed that the educational consultants

attended and that this issue was dealt with first. I then asked the consultants

to leave and began to discuss with the architect his concerns about cuts to the

budget.

"The architect revÍewed all his concerns about the cost consultant
wanting costs reduced, Vet refusing to authorize working drawings at
the sañe time as he asked for more details. The archÍtect expressed
concern that the User Group shouìd be jnvolved in these decis'ions and

that the 'cost consultant's role seems to be to split the group'.
Early into the discussÍon, the architect expressed c_oncern that I was

recoiding hís 'complaints' and that this wasn't reaììy a meeti,ng. I
reassureã him that I wasn't go'ing to send 'minutes'from this discus-
sion, and stopped recording eicept for the main poÍnts. " (Boyd'
"Process Notes" 29, 30)

My roìe, jn this situatìon, was to lÍsten, to interpret, and to reassure the

architect that waiting for the Chairperson to return was appropriate, and that

continuing with his working drawings was appropriate. At this time, I believe
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my intervention was successful in defusìng a crisis situation. It combined the

function of fac'iìitating confl'ict resolution and the function of "assisting in

group maintenance functions by increasing the personal satisfaction of each

member as it relates to his functioning in the group, and enhancing group morale

through support of a common purpose, shared goals."

Later, as this issue progressed, there was a "showdown" on the part of the cost

consultant. Shortly after the Chairperson's return, the cost consultant called

a meeting for April 16, 1982, at his office, to revjew the budget. The cost

consultant was cìearly upset with the architect and he listed many complaints.

Sitting at the end of the table, he began by asking the Chairperson why he sat

at the oppos'ite end of the table from him. The Chairperson replied w'ith the

explanation that peop'le tend to take the same seats in subsequent meetings.

"Groups which meet over a series of sessions frequently deve'lop a

pattern seating arrangement." (Hartford 173)

The Manitoba Health Servjces Comrnission architect was present for this discus-

sion and decided to try switching chairs. After fìve minutes, she returned to

her original chair saying that she had felt uncomfortable. The cost consultant

then made several disparag'ing comments to ffiÊ, saying, "I see Mrs. Minutes is

here agai n. " , etc.

The topÍc for this meeting was budget, and the Chairperson re'iterated his

position that

"(a) deletions would be made on items that could be added at a later
date and

(b) that if the project came in under budget these items could be
added. "
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"The Cha'irperson therefore suggested that we agree on a top price and
that withjn this total, items could be deleted or added depending on
tenders. The cost consultant stated his concern with this arrangement
was that the user lobbied at the eleventh hour for items considered to
be'ind'ispensable'." (Boyd, "Planning Conrnittee Mínutes" 16/04/8?)

In the Process Notes (April 16,1982) I note a comment that the Chairperson made

frequent'ly throughout these negotiations with the cost consultant, "You have to

trust me. hle're both working for the same things." (Boyd, "Process Notes" 32)

"Trust js the pacemaker variable in group growth. Feedback is dependent
upon trust. Goal formation is dependent upon feedback and trust. Interde-
pendence is dependent upon goal formation, feedback and trust formatìon."
(Bradford 107)

The cost consultant stated that all the prob'lems were the fault of the architect

who had refused to give him the details he needed. The Chairperson reminded the

cost consultant that the architect could not provide these detajls without the

cost consultant's authorjzation for working drawings.

Shortìy after this discussjon, the architect arrived. If we had planned for hjm

to come a half-hour late, it could not have been better orchestrated. The

Chairperson asked the cost consultant for permission to review the preceeding

discussion. He gave permìssion, the Chairperson reviewed it, and the architect

confirmed that he had been waiting for authorization to proceed with working

drawings. Thjs permission was jmmediate'ly granted by the cost consultant, and

the group then began reviewing the architect's pìan of identifying items that

could be deleted to reduce costs. The atmosphere was conciliatory with consen-

sus reached on major outstanding issues.

"As a person becomes more and more defensive, he becomes less and less
able to perceíve accurateìy the notices, the values, and the emotions
of the sender. The converse, moreover, also is true. As defenses are
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reduced, the receívers become better able to concentrate upon the
structure, the content, and the cognitive meanings of the message."
(Cathcart and Samovar 30i)

The acknowledgement of the cost consultant's position, and of his anger related

to his late arrival on the Planning Committee, was dealt with openìy by the

Chairperson and me. This proved effective in heìp'ing the cost consultant to

identi fy w'ith the Committee and especi a1 
'ly wi th the Chai rperson , and i t al I owed

him to take a more thought out, considered, middle ground on certain issues,

rather than his heretofore automatic confrontation of any issue invoìving

increased expendìtures. It also confirmed for the Chairperson and me the source

of hís anger, and his feeling of being watched by his supervísor, watched by the

Pìanning Committee, by the M.H.S.C., and by the hospital community, to prove

that he had dealt f-airly and capably w'ith supervising the planning and construc-

tion of the first M.H.S.C. owned buiìding, by fulfi'l1ing his role of tightly

control 1 i ng costs .

In our discussion of the Functional Plan, the Chairperson acknowledged that

other psychìatrísts and other mental health professionals may have focused on

other aspects of the treatment milieu. One of the most significant parts of my

roìe regarding decisions made by the Cha'irperson in our discussions, and decis-

ions made by the Planning Committee, was the analysÍs and confirmation that

decisions being made were "consistent with previous decisions, and consistent

w'ith the treatment philosophy and the terms of reference of the group."

At times, this resulted in "cautioning aga'inst premature decision-making." An

exampìe of this was the decisíon regarding the residential kitchens, when the

recommendatíon by the expert consultants qu'ickly lulled the group into abandon-

ing a previous decision to teach resÍdents to cook meals in the residential

kitchens. My anaìysÍs of the sítuation was that the weight of the recornmenda-
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tions from the expert consultants, the fact that the psychiatric nursing consul-

tant was well-known to the Chaìrperson and present at this meeting, and the

knowledge that the other consultant was on staff of the Manitoba Health Services

Conrnission, resulted in the architect assuming that the recommendation was not

onìy being made by the external consultants, but also by the Chairperson and

cost-consultant. The Chairperson then responded positively to this assumption

of the architect, the decision to change was made, and the group began discus-

sing prob'lems specific to thfs decision, such as keeping food hot.

My'intervention was pìanned to achieve two goals - to defer the decision-making

process and t'o alert the Chairperson to further consider the clinical impfica-

tions of this change in direction. I reminded the group of previous dÍscussions

of treatment philoéophy which emphasized adolescents learning lífe skills, and

stated that today's discussion and decisions appeared contradictory to previous

decisíons.

The architect's reply was that the consultant and psychiatrist were in agree-

ment. I then suggested that perhaps building in the flexibiìity in the Indus-

trial Kítchen ('located in school area) to accommodate two meals a day did not

necessariìy mean we had to reduce the proposed functions of the residential

kitchen, and recommended that the Chairperson and I discuss this further, and

solicit some additional opin'ions. i had made a sufficient intervent'ion by this

point for the Chairperson to realize ny concern from a clinical point of view,

and he supported the reconmendation to build in flexibility for the Industrial

Kitchen and not to change the focus of the residential units at this tinæ.

l.lhat i found most striking about this examp'le was how quickly and easily the

group forgot the basic principles of using the residential kÍtchen to teach
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activities of da'iìy living and to provide a family-like atmosphere for meals.

Although the group had previousìy agreed ìn principìe with the design criteria,

this exampìe demonstrated it was more a theoretícal concept, than a conscious

operating principle. This incident occurred earìy in the lifespan of the group,

and my intervention at this time helped to more cìearly define my role within

the group.

"Generally a problem-solvìng group has some method of record'ing its actions
through mjnutes or records." (Hartford 238)

Another of my functions was the record'ing of the discussions and decisions made

by the group. There were several parts to this function. I attended all the

meet'ings of the Pl4nn'ing Commjttee, and sub-commÍttees, and took detailed notes.

I then divided the information into three parts as follows: the formal minutes

of the Planning Committee, comments on the content, and comments on the process.

The formal minutes were detailed minutes and were distributed to the Committee.

Included with the minutes of each meeting was the Planning Chart I prepared.

This provided the structure for monitoring progress and for identifying account-

ability for assigned tasks. At some point during the years, each member inter-

rupted himself to Sây, "Don't write that down." These statements naturaììy

didn't appear in the formal minutes, but did provide for specuìation in the

process notes. Statements, suggest'ions and decisions in the formal minutes were

attached to names, thereby enhancing accountability on the part of each member,

and enhancing discussions at a later date as to who had said what. The process

notes and content notes commented on the planning meetings, individual meetings

between the Chairperson and me, and other meetings and events signÍficant to the

goals of the Pìanning Committee. For exampìe, I recorded discussíons with

significant external pìayers at the time of the provincial election of November,
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1981. These notes were helpful to me in assess'ing the dynamics of the Planníng

Committee. i also refemed to them during planning and evaiuation meetings with

the Chairperson, to remind him of the dynam'ics that had been operating at the

tíme of a certain decision, and how these forces urere again affecting the

process, decision making, etc.

"Dimock dÍscusses this function of "group recorder". A group recorder ís
one of the most effective aÍds in heìping a group keeps its díscussion on
the track and to know where it is in its sequence of prob'lem-solving steps.
The person in the group who acts as recorder keeps track of ideas and
suggestions, of decisÍons reached, and the positíon of the group in respect
to its agreed upon procedures or steps in problem-solving." (Dimock 29)

I found the written record to be Ínvaluable to my role. All other functions

were based on the- accurate and thorough completion of the recording of the

minutes per sê, and the process and content notes. These allowed me to

effectively plan my intenventions with the Chairperson and other Committee

members, and with the Cornmittee as a whole. This function, together with the

small size of the Committee, were main contributors to the consistency of the

decision making process and the effective realization of the task.

"The most productive groups are those which can carry out effectiveìy
the major steps in the process of solving task and social-emotional
probìems for the group and for the individual members." (Hare, "Hand-
book of Small Group Research" 390)

This was the basic chal'lenge to the role of facilitator-coordÍnator. Decísions

had to be made by a virtually, mutuaìly exc'lusive group which had ljttle basis

of shared experience.

As a social worker, I brought specific expertise and knowJedge which was a part

of my training and my perspective, to the goa'l of bringing together profes-
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sionals from dísparate backgrounds in an atmosphere and structure that en-

couraged maximum participation and productivity. At times, I made direct

recommendations on both content and process issues. More often, I jnfluenced

the process by lobbying the Cha'irperson. This required an understanding of the

shifting dynam'ics and the balance of power.

At some stage, after all opt'ions had been considered, a decision had to be made.

ReachÍng a consensus which did not compromise the legitímate requirements of the

user group,'in this situation represented by the psychiatrist, was my goa1.



CHAPTER iV - PHASTS OF THE DESIGN PROCESS
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(2) to achieve a hÍgh degree of spatiai fl exibi ì ity; and

(3) to províde a settíng for the coordinating of individualized treatment

plans including, as required, assessment, treatment and rehabil itation
programs which would emphasize community involvement.

These three design goals were not mutual'ly excìusive. They had to be integrated

and tested for consistency at the level of each decisÍon and subsequent de-

cisions. For exampìe, designing each residential unit with a kitchen reduced

the ínstitutionalized standard of meals being delivered from a central kitchen;

designing the kitchen area for flexíble use, and considering the ìearning of

meal preparation a part of the treatment program, integrated the three (3)

design criteria.

"The type of prob'lem a
sty'le of operation, and
can work are 'f aid out by

group deal s wi th partia'l 'ly determines its
form of solution. The dimensÍons in which
the type of problem" (Philìips 19)

goal s,
a group

These design criteria emanated from discussions with the Chairperson of the

Conmittee, at the time of writing the Functional Pìan, and from on-going pre-and

post-meetíng sessions between the Chairperson and me. The ability to delineate

these goa'ls and the specifics attached to them, in a way that the architects

could translate into line-by-ìine drawings, and then bricks and mortar, u/as the

objective of each planning meeting. As a result, there was much discussion in

the early meetÍngs on the philosophy of community-based psychìatric treatment,

and on identification of the target popu'latíon.
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The group goa'l was to design a faciìity to meet the needs of adolescents who are

psych'iatrical iy di sturbed.

John Lang in "A Model of the Designing Process" states that the process of

designing follows a number of inter-related phases.

"There is considerabie interactÍon between phases, each of which, in
fact, consists of analytical, design, and choice activities; and each
is, in itself, a decision-making process." (Lang et aì.44)

The functions of each member on the Planning Committee differed according to the

phase of the design process.

The first phase is-the "intelìigence or analyticaì phase" with an emphasis on

identifying and assessing the needs and possible solutions, and on identifying

the available resources and possib'le constraints. As discussed earlíer, the

group goal was the mandate provided by the Manitoba Department of Hea'lth. The

elucidation of the mandate and the process chosen to reach it, were determined

by the Planning Committee. it is during this phase that the conflict resultìng

from the differíng values and individual goals of each member were most evÍdent.

The process of translating functfonal needs into design goals was effected by

external constraints on the group as a whole, and on the role of each member.

"The decision to create a new and 'independent setting, usualìy
reflects two consideratjons: the opinion that the exÍsting sett'ings
are ínadequate for one or another reason, and, ìndependent of this,
the awareness that the conflicts that emerged in the process of
arrivíng at a decision were of such strength and qualìty as to make a

new independent setting the desirable possibí1ity." (Sarason 31)
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The decísion to build, then, was a political one, based on the social and

economic pressures of vested interest groups in Manitoba. That the process had

been on-and-off for the preceding 60 years clearly illustrated the role of

politics in the process.

The architect was affected by the external constraints of the predetermÍned land

site, building and safety codes, and cost constraints.The cost consultant was

constrained by available monies for this project. Ihese constraints were all

the more interesting because it was the first tjme the Manitoba Health Services

Commission was building for "themselves", and because the uniqueness of the

project had resulted in no preconceived budget.

This method of faci'lity planníng and construction was a new venture for the

Department of Health. PrelÍminary discussions among senior members of the

Department of Health had determined that the facility would be designed for

twenty-five (25) residential spaces, with day treatment, education and reha-

bilitation space for an additional twenty-five (eS) adolescents. Square footage

was negotiated from 12,000 square feet to 25,000 square feet to accommodate the

day treatment component. The Manítoba Hea'lth Services Cornmissíon was for the

first tjme, to have a role as an active participant in the planning process.

Traditiona'11y, the community identÍfíes a health need, forms a conrnittee or

board, raises some money, and then approaches the Manitoba Health Services

CommissÍon for assistance with funding. The Manítoba Health Services Conrnission

has the "watchdog" role of seeing that the pub'lic's money is effectively spent.

In this situation, the pìanning cal led for a turn-key operation, i.e. ,
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Manitoba Health Services Commission would determine and fund the capital costs,

and, on compìetion, turn the programming over to an independent board, while

maintaining ownership of the building. The traditional singìe role of holding

down the spendìng costs did not apply. Further, because of the unique nature of

the facility, there was no pre-determined budget - total capitaì costs were to

be "less than a generaì hospita'l, but more than a personal care home." This

dual role for the Manitoba Health Services Commission representative resulted in

predictable conflicts which have been discussed.

The psych'iatrist was constrained by pressure from professíonaJs with vested

interests who attempted to have the final design and proposed usage meet the

needs of thei r cl i ent popu'l ati on

Sixty years of history cannot be ignored. Sarason emphasizes the importance of

the "before the beginning phase" in understanding how a new setting, which is

often seen as competing for scarce resources, is portrayed as the answer to all

problems for all peopie.

"Before-the-beginnÍng period contains organizational dynamics which
tend to work agaínst rather than for the new setting in the sense that
its herítage is marked by conflict, rea'l or potential ." (Sarason 30)

Some of the constraints in the decision-making process were external. For

example, the choice of a land site was made by a tripartite government commit-

tee. The size of the site jmmediately closed off the option of deinstitution-

a'lizing the sett'ing by detaching the 'living units from the main buildíng, and

from each other.
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The alternate decision was to attempt to define the areas of the build'ing

according to proposed function. From thÍs decision, came the concept of three

(3) zones - residential, adm'inistrative/therapeutic and school. This decision

set the stage for developing each of these areas as distinctive, and yet a part

of the comprehensive treatment milieu.

John Lang states that this first stage of the design process, the "intel'ligence

or anaìytica'l phase", is made more complex by the constraínts on the internal

decision-making process.

"A normative model of the intelligence process can by summarized as
one of establishing goals and directions from needs and desíres; of
defining these goals in terms of available resources; of identifying
activity patte¡ns and the psychological requirements for attaining a
satisfying end product; and of establishing the requÍred archítecturaJ
elements to cater to these needs." (Lang et al.47)

Members of the Committee proposed various options to solve problems in translat-

ing functional needs into desígn.

For example, a defined functional need was to provÍde illumination, a sense of

open atmosphere and visual access to adolescents. There is no single, correct

solution to these three inter-related needs. Sarason defínes thÍs as the

concept of the universe of alternatives:

"The kind of prob'lems which confront the creation of settings do not'logicaliy lead to one, and only one, solutÍon. In the process of
creating a setting, awareness and acceptance of the concept of the
universe of alternatives, as weli as sustaining such acceptance, are
extraordinari'ly dif ficul t. " (Sarason 18)
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There were several suggestÍons made on solving the ident'ified need for

illumination, a sense of open atmosphere, and visual access. One recommendation

made by the architect, and agreed to by the Committee, h,as the use of the pod

system in the residential zone. Each self-contained pod, or unit, was to

include bedrooms, kitchen,'living room, bathrooms, laundry area and storage

area. The design goal was to create a group ìfving component of a psychiatrjc

hospitaì which met the criteria of safety, security and indestructabiìity, and

the criteria of a relaxed home-like atmosphere which encouraged individual

pursuits, at a cost acceptabie to the Manitoba Health Services Conmission.

"An optimum hospita'l environment is one which ìs formed as closely as
possible upon models of ordinary everyday common environments which
might be experienced by a typical member of the typical patient
popuìation to be served." (Spivak 26)

The resídential pods were to be designed for adolescents with a primary diagno-

sis of severe psychiatric djsorder, who may have secondary symptoms of aggres-

sive, acting-out behaviour or of withdrawn, regressed behaviour. The goaì of

treatment uJas to reduce acute symptomatology, to educate the adolescent on

h'is/her diagnosed mental illness and treatment regime, and to prepare the

adolescent for life in the community through the teaching of lífe skills and

communi ty part'ici pation.

Specific to the defined functional need of providing i'lìumination, the pod

system would eliminate the instítutional feeling of long hallways, would allow

natural ìight Ínto each bedroom and from there into the central ìiving area, and

would facilitate unobtrusive visual access of adolescents in all parts of the

units. It was agreed that the disadvantage of this system would be insufficient

light in the ìiving area. 0ther proposed solutions included the fo1'lowing:
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designing a sky'light over the kitchen-dÍning area, changing the basic design to

include windows in the ìiving area, increasìng the use of gìass, installìng a

combination of incandescent and fluorescent ìÍghts, and/or using table and floor

lamps to gíve local illumínation.

A second consideration

described by Bennet, C.

ln

in

design pìanning whÍch affects decision-making is

Spaces for People,

"Design is a difficuit process, for one reason, because good design
attempts to satisfy severai goals simultaneousìy." (11)

Therefore, not onìy is there a universe of alternative answers, but each answer,

or desígn decision, achieves more than one design goaì, and at the same time

mitÍgates for and agaÍnst future decisions.

A third consideration is that chang'ing a decision is not self-limited, but out

of necessíty, must result ín modifications to previous decisions. The decision

to design the residential area as a pod system automaticaììy included and

excluded certain other decisions. If, for example, at a future point in the

design discussion, illumination provided by windows Ín the living area had been

agreed upon, the group would have had to review alj decisions related to the

fundamental decision of the pod design.

A fourth inter-related element is that decisions which translate into drawings

on paper, do not remain as ideas, but become the workÍng mortar of a permanent

structure that cannot be erased like pencil from paper, a permanent structure

that cannot be altered to incorporate forgotten concepts or better ways of doing

things.
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Further, this brand new structure is expected to continue fulfilling its mandate

far into the future. This fifth, inter-related element, is designing within the

social-historical context of the past, for the future. This element resulted in

much discussion and emphasis on the design goaì of flexibility.

"Designed environments are not
rather, these environments are
meanings as society changes, as
economy improves or worsens, as
evolve." (Friedmann et al . 14)

passive, neutral physical entities;
a complicated system that take on new

pol itica'l currents shift, as the
philosophies, styles and mores

In this context, the architect and the user group expressed concern over the

decÍsion of the funder not to aJlow for a crawJ space. The additionaì

half-million dollar cost for this space would have ensured ready access to

piumbíng and electricaì systems. Access to electrica'l systems was considered

critical for future expansion in the area of computerízation. Attempting to

pred'ict what advances would be made in the next 20 to 30 years was not the ideal

way to proceed. Nevertheless, prior to my involvement with the committee, the

decision had been made to authorize construction of slab on slab and when the

issue was raised at crítical points throughout the pìanníng process, thís

decision was considered a government directive and not open for discussion or

negoti ati on.

In the second phase of the design process, the "design phase or synthesis

stage", the architect combines all the design decisions into schematics of

increasing comp'lexity and detail. l,lithin the constraints of time, alternative

solutíons are expìored on paper.
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"Architectural design, like music to a film, is complimentary to human
actjvity; it does not shape it. its (architectural) prime socíal
function is to facilitate peopìe's dojng what they wish, or are
obìiged to do. The archÍtect achieves this by designing a physicaì
structure that is able to meet known and predictable actívities as
convenientìy and economical1y as possible." (Gutn¡an 183)

Lang's third phase of the design process is identified as the "evaluation and

choice phase", the evaluation of possible solutions and the selection of one

basic design. At thÍs stage, previous decisions made in the intel'ligence phase,

were reviewed as they appeared transformed ínto the schematics. The written

record was an invaluable tooJ, as decisions were assessed for consistency with

each other, and with the design goa1s.

"Thus, institutional design requires us to produce: (1) permanent
behaviour-maintaining structures, (2) structures that will exercise
latent healthy behaviour that may be learned for permanent use (reha-
bilitation), and (3) structures that will allow freedom of operation
and an expansÍon in scope of healthy aspects of the individual
(self-realization). This triple function of the instítutional en-
vironment leads us back to the principle of congruity; not only do
different people need different environmental solutions, but even the
same indivÍdual's differing competencìes may require prosthetic,
therapeutic and self-realizing aids." (Lang et aì.62)

The last phase of the design process is the implementation phase, the phase of

final izing the working drawings which comprised the working drawings for tender.

The Chairperson and I agreed that reviewing these drawings, although not tradi-

tionally part of the role of the user group, was important in avoiding change

orders. Several exampìes of the design not fully meeting the needs of the user

group were noted. For exampìe, the working specifications. for gìass showed

gìass extend'ing over part of a wall in the audio-visual suite, rather than

achieving maximum visual access translated into an entire wall of 91ass, as had

been discussed.
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The senior architect attended this meeting "and conrnented on the thoroughness of

the review of the design, that this is never done." (Boyd, "Process Notes" 93)

The Chairperson and I discussed this after the meeting, and he stated that he is

"concerned that the translation of function to design be as accurate as
possibìe, that he feels a heavy responsibility that the unit will function
as p'lanned." (Boyd, Process Notes" 93)

This was consjstent wfth two individual goa'ls stated by the Chairperson earìy in

the Planning MeetÍngs; the goaì of accurately estimating costs and the goal of

avoiding change orders. Throughout the pl anning process, the Chaí rperson

continued to say that we must strive to make decisions in such a way that it

will not be necessary to change our minds after the fact, thereby requiring

costly change orders. This goaì of consístency in the decision-making process,

was facilitated by my role with the Committee, ín terms of my interventions in

the meetings and the availability of the group record.

Change orders on government construction projects of this type usua'l1y approxi-

mate 35% of the total cost. The goal, promoted by the Chairperson, was that the

user would prefer to usri better qua'lity matería1s, knowing that extra expendi-

tures at the point of purchase would be much less than the standard contingency

budget for change orders.

I think the general fee'ling of the Planning Committee on this issue was that the

Chairperson was well-meaning, but naive to thjnk that he could dramatically
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decrease the number of change orders. The Committee was told by the cost

consultant that these are considered a "standard" cost on government proiects.

The Chairperson insisted, that with my invol vement as the

facilitator-coordÍnator and the availabilíty of the detailed records of design

decisions, change orders would be decreased. The contingency budget for change

orders was set by the cost consultant at $100,000.00. Change orders ultimately

total led $3500.00, with the 'largest amount going towards changes in the

mechani cal -el ectrical sub-contract.

The other signìficant process goai of the Chairperson was to state, and to

maÍntain throughout, that the user group would not ask for anything simply

because there is traditionaììy a percentage cut-back on government proiects.

The cost consulta-nt was told that the user would ask for, and justify

appropriately, only what was needed.

An example of this was the decisÍon regarding the audio-vísual suite. It had

been proposed that the facility wou'ld have a maior teaching role in community

child/adolescent psychiatry, with students and professionals in the al I ied

disciplines. As such, a well-function'ing audÍo-visual suite, with one way

mirrors was critical.

The cornmittee agreed to tour psychjatric and youth facilities on the viability

of their set-up. Invariabìy, they were alì experíencing serious probìems which

resulted in very limited usage. The two most frequent complajnts were those of

poor and limited visual access, and poor soundproofing and audjo quality. In

dÍscussion with the architect, the user requested an 0bservatíon Room which
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viewed two small therapy rooms and one ìarge therapy room. The traditional

"window" effect in the therapy room was to be replaced by a wa'll of gìass. The

effect for peop'le in the room wouJd be similar to mirror tiles. The cost

consultant felt that the cost was prohibitive, and quoted the costs in other

hospital facilities for the traditional mirror set-up. The user's argument was

that this should be done properly from the outset; i.e. spend the money that is

necessary to design a system that works.

The user also insisted that money be spent on soundproofing, another constant

problem ín most facílities. As a result, the specìfications called for double

drywaìl cei'lings, insulation in the walls, carpet, and solid doors with weath-

er-stri pp i ng .

Each design proposa'l, then, had to be identified and analyzed, reviewed in its
schematic form, evaluated, and a choice made against the criteria of

flexibility, security, indestructability, homelike, residentíaì atmosphere, and

cost considerations.
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Plan #1: Residential unit to be designed and built as a high intensíty
area with provisions for optimal security.

Plan #2: Residential unit to be designed and built to allow for
flexíbility in servicing the needs of varyíng target popu-
I ati ons .

Plan #3: Black and white surveillance audio system to be in all
units. "

I. THE RESIDENTIAL ZONE

The decision was made to desÍgnate the residential zone as a high intensity

treatment.area with provision for optimaì security, designed and built to allow

for flexibility in operating, with "emphasis on staff responsibílity for super-

vÍsion as opposed to architectual design controls." (Boyd, "Plann'ing Mínutes",

14/ot/82)

A) Single 0ccupancy Bedrooms

As discussed previously, the preference would have been for the 25 beds to be

divided into three detached 'living units. However, there was not sufficient

room on the land site. h.lÍthin this constraint, attempts were made to simulate

the preferred detached setting. Each pod or unit was designed with an open

living area consistìng of kitchen, dining area, and living area. IndivÍdual

bedrooms (8,8, and 9 per unit), three bathrooms, ìaundry room, and storage

space were built on the perimeter of each self-contained unit. in this wôJ,

adolescents could remain in the safety of their bedrooms and observe the

activitíes of the unit from a dístance. This al so el iminated the

institutionalized feeling of a'long corridor with rows of doors. Staff working

in the central ìiving area of each unit also would have visual and auditory

access to adolescents wíthout having to physica'lly intrude on their space.
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"Not onìy must individuals and groups have freedom of choice with
respect to thei r privacy, but the phys'ica'l sett'ing must afford them
the opportunity to exercise this freedom. In effect, space must be
designed and administered with this objective Ín mind." (Lang et al.
1ee )

Issues of privacy, territoriafity, control

the developmentaì stage of adolescence.

providing individual bedrooms, and the

recommendatíon from the literature.

and independence are significant to

The I iterature was supportive of

group was in agreement with this

A study pubìished in L970 by Proshansky, Ittelson and Rivlin, on the act'ivíty

levels in one, two and three person bedrooms, ald 'larger bedrooms, within

psychiatric wards, demonstrated that patients wíth private rooms wíthdrew least

frequently from treatment activities.

"It would appear then that the small rooms provide the patÍent with a
considerable freedom of choíce in what he does in his room, whereas
the 1arge, multi-occupancy room limits freedom of choice and almost'forces him into isolated passive behaviour.tr (Lang et a1.179)

Their results were supported Ín a 1978 study by Golan.

"Golan, (1978), found that within two psychiatric hospitals, those
children in singìe-occupancy bedrooms had significantiy more experi-
ences of privacy as chosen al oneness and had hi gher I evel s of
self-esteem than chiìdren in multip'le-occupancy bedrooms, even though
the staff rated them as equa'lìy íll, equal'ly ìikely to socialìy
participate, etc. It provided opportunities for chosen aloneness
which gave children more of a sense of objectivity and an ability to
see themseÌves and the instítutíona'l environment more c1early."
(Aì tman and l,lohwi I I 218 )
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0nce there was agreement that designing each unit with individual bedrooms met

the criteria for flexibilíty, security, and home-like atmosphere, attentíon was

focused on the bedroom itself. Probably one of the most contentious and

potentially dangerous of the decisions made by the Pìanning Committee was to

install solid wood doors.

The Planning Committee had visited the B.C.Youth Development Centre and l,Joods

Chrístian Homes in Ca'lgary, and the I,línnipeg psychiatric units at Grace

Hospitaì' Seven 0aks Hospita'1, St. Boniface Hospita], Health Sciences Centre,

and the Manitoba Youth Centre. These settings had empìoyed various methods to

resoJve the dual problem of prÍvacy and surveiJlance for security reasons.

Units such as the Grace Hospital closed off the bedrooms with curtains and the

Manitoba Youth centre used the tradítíonal peephoìe in the door.

The basic issue, discussed jn the planning meetings, was that of privacy for the

adolescent (solid door) versus supervision by staff for security reasons (visual

access). The psychiatrist recommended that the commitment to individuaJized

treatment planning, and the acceptance of the adolescent's need for privacy,

take precedence.

"Therefore, to waive the protection of the door is to foresake that
sense of individua'l.ity which it guarantees. Doors provide boundaries
between ourselves (i.. our property, behaviour, and appearance) andothers." (Gutman 160)

The psychiatrist stated, that, when there was an indication that suicidal

observation was requíred, the door could be left open, or the staff person could

sit with the adolescent in hís/her bedroom. He stated that staff will be
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expected to identify an adolescent who is a potentía'l suicide risk and to

intervene appropriately. Risk is genera'liy the highest oñ, and shortìy after,

admissÍon. All treatment interventions are to be individualized according to

the needs of the adojescent. Therefore, the psychiatrist's assumption was that

adolescents would respond appropriately to their environment, unless there was a

reason otherwise. To generaìize, or to over-emphasize the risk of suicide as

appìyìng to al I mental'ly-i1l adolescents would be contradictory to ta'i'loring

treatment interventions to individual needs.

"The first princip'le is that design should seek to maximize the
congruity between the individual and the envÍronment, rather than seek
an "ideal solution" that would fit all peopìe of a given class." (Lang
et al. 60)

Recommendations of !hÍs kind were

asking for a 100% assurance that

bedroom.

met by the architect with concern and with him

no adolescent would conrnit suicide in his/her

In the discussions the Chairperson and I had, with the professional resource

groups, Nursing in particular, there had been little agreement on thÍs issue.

Recommendations often appeared to relate most to personality styles - from those

who were very caut'ious, the statement that it was ludicrous to allow disturbed

adolescents to have a door without a means of continuous visual surveillance of

them; and from others, the împression that is was "worth the risk,'.

My role throughout this íssue was to work with the Chairperson in helping the

Committee members to understand the rationale behind.the recornmendation for
individual bedrooms with solid wood doors. DÍscussions on suicide potential
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were a constant theme in earìy meetings of the Planning Committee. This issue

could be described as the first significant test of the psychiatrist's knowledge

and experience. From the architect's point of view, the'issue could be clearìy

Ídentified as fear - fear that an adolescent would commit suÍcide and that he

"as the designer, then, would feel moraì'ly responsible for the death and

pol it'ical ìy 'in trouble with an outraged community. " (Boyd, "Process Notes", L?)

The P'lanning Committee was in the early stages of development as a group, and

consistent with this, the developmentaì task was that of trust.

My working re'lationshÍp with the Chairperson was also in the ear'ly stages of

establ ishing trust. Individual bedrooms with sol id doors were certain'ly

consistent with the P'lanning Committee's des'ign crjtería. However, questions

such as: are we máking this decision merely for the sake of being consistent

with our earlier decisions? or, is this decision real'ly the best possible

option?, were on my mind, and on díscussíon with the Chaírperson, on his mind

also. One of the specific tasks I undertook for the group was a review of the
'lfteraturen which proved to be supportive of the Planning Committee's decisÍon.

However, the issue was more related to developing trust and credibiiity withín

the P'lanning Committee than to the content of the literature. There was much

challenging of the ChaÍrperson to prove that he was rìght. It was too early Ín

my involvement with the Committee for me to have credibility in my own right.

Therefore, I supported and clarified, when necessary, the expìanations of the

Cha i rperson.

In pre- and post-pìanning sessions with the Chairperson, we revíewed many

"what-if" scenarios. After much discussíon, the best possibìe option remained
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the same. Sol i d doors were more cons i stent wi th the phí'l osophy of a

conrnuníty-based psychiatric treatment centre, and more consistent with the

Committee's stated design goa'ls. There was not an attempt to discredit the

architect's fears, which the Chairperson agreed were realistic. However, there

v'ras a recommendation that recognizing that there is a suicide risk may indicate

the Committee needs to look for creative soJutions, rather than changing its
fundamental commítment to the design goals.

In my opinion, this Íssue was successfuìly resolved at the task level and

emotional level for the Pìanning Comm'ittee members. Based on the discussions in

the meetings, the architect decided that he would risk trusting the psychiatrist

and he agreed to follow the reconrnendations of the user group.

"In general, conceptions of the qualities of the physicai envíronment
that will provide the proper therapeutic milieu for the disturbed
child are of a speculative nature, most often based on the experiences
of persons dealing with these children." (Lang et al.196)

Following the decision on installing solid wood doors, attention was turned to

the interior of the bedrooms, where the goaì was now to make the room as sui-

cide-proof as possible. In contrast to the supervised'living area which had a

suspended T-ceiìing, a potentiaì danger for a hanging death, the ceiling Ín the

bedrooms was designed with double drywa'll impenetrable without an electric

drill. Doors were designed to open out. Hospitaì beds were seen as too

institutionalizing, so a built-in wooden unÍt with a p'latform and bookcase was

installed and anchored to the cement floor on one corner to prevent barricading

of the door. Closets, and a desk unit under the window were also built-in. The

desk chair was sìeigh-based to prevent the ìegs fro¡i beÍng used as a weapon.
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Curtain rods were des'igned to collapse under weight. The rod in the closet was

installed lower to the floor, and plastic hangers were to be used instead of

metal. Walls were brick-faced concrete block which were aesthetically pleasing,

and more difficult to deface than masonry painted walls.

The floor was concrete and covered with the new Heuga carpet tiles. This was to

gíve the visual effect of wall-to-wal1 carpeting with the convenÍence of being

able to replace singìe tiles if there was damage. A tack board was placed along

the complete length of one wall to provide a place for personal momentos, and to

further discourage writing on the walls.

l^lith these modifications, and the addition of bedroom curtains, and duvets'

rather than hospital-sty]e beddìng, the bedroom met the criteria for

residential, home-like'atmosphere, flexibility, and security. Two bedrooms in

one unit were designed with wider doors to allow for access by adoìescents with

a physical djsabilitY.

Each unit also had two bedrooms designated as high intensity. These rooms

differed only in the additjon of an audio pick-up monitor installed jn the

ceiling. This device could be used to auditorÍly monitor adolescents who were

in cr.isis. The functional pian proposed that two units would accommodate

adolescents requiring'longer term intervention and pìanning, and one unit would

function as an acute/respite unit. The latter unit would accommodate new

admíssjons in acute crisis, many of whom would be potentialìy

suicidal/homocidal. This additional security precaution of an audio monitor was

predicted to be a necessity for the acute unit to function appropriately.
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However, keeping in mind the princíple of fìexibilÍty regarding

lations, it was decided to equÍp two bedrooms in each ìonger term

same fashion.

future popu-

unit in the

B. Unit Bathrooms

Bathrooms are also an area of potentiaì'ly high risk for suicide. In keeping

with the concept of home-like atmosphere, each unit was desÍgned wíth three

bathrooms, two with showers, and one with a bathtub. According to the proposed

program plan, two to three adolescents would be assigned to each bathroom and

could then leave their towels, toothbrushes, etc. Resídential fixtures were

used, rather than indestructable, correctíonal or institutíonal issue. Showers

were instal I ed wi th shower heads that col ì apsed under weight, and wÍ th

three-quarter height doors. This eliminated the need for curtain rods, a

potent'ia1 danger. As this was identified as a high risk area, double drywaì'l

was to be used in the ceif ings.

C. The Therapeutic Mil ieu

"One of the functions of a
the non-hosp'ital world in
(Greenblatt et al. L42)

therapeutic milieu is to use the resources of
the process of rehabilitating the patients."

As has been discussed earlÍer, there was continuing discussíon on how to design

a psychiatric hosp'itaì that was a part of the community and not a self-contained

instjtution. l,lith the Pìanning Committee, I recommended that we consider

decisjons within the concept of a psychiatric centre, which secondarily had

beds. This was most difficult for the Manitoba Health Services Commission

representatÍve to fully understand, because of its traditional funding structure
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of a per diem rate for occupied beds. However, I attempted to remind the

Committee as each design decision was discussed, that we should first consider

the design from a community bias point of view, and then, determine the

possib'i1 ity of developing supportive operational systems.

For exampìe, this meant advocating for kitchen facilities in each unit and a

budget for adolescents and staff to use to shop in the community for their food.

It meant equipping the residentíal kitchens with dishes and equipment that could

be bought on a low-income or welfare budget, which was cJoser to the future

reality of most young adults moving out on their own. It meant that hospita'l

laundry services were out, and that adolescents would be expected to care for

their own linen, clothes, and property.

I also strongly advocated in planning sessions wíth the Chaírperson, for a focus

on the learning of life skílls and job skills. The latter resulted in agreement

that al'l staff of the centre would be involved with adolescents, and as such,

had to be hired with that jn mind. Rather than híring maintenance staff, the

money allocated to this function would be utilized jn forma'lly hiring

adolescents on a part-time basis for these jobs, under the supervísion of a

child care worker who functioned as a work experience trainer and supervisor.

At the Committee level, this meant the kind of materiaJs to be used on the

interior of the building, and the landscaping of the exterior, had to be

considered in the context of adolescents maintainíng the structure.

the

the

The

the

premise was that the more resídentjal

more ínvolved the adolescents were in

atmosphere and furn'iture was, and

care of the unit, the less damage
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to persons and property could be expected. Using obviousìy indestructable

materials to prevent vandalism was an invitation for many adolescents to prove

their power and prowess.

lNuçf, experience and observation supports the view that peopìe respond
to .the expectations made of them. They wi'l'l respect quåt'ity settings
and attempt to destroy "vandalproof" environments.', (t.Jill;s qgo)

D) The Quiet Room

Each of the resÍdentiaJ units had a room, approximate'ly the same size as the

bedrooms, designed as a time-out or quiet room. This was to be designed as an

empty room with the highest level of security and indestructability, to be used

for time frames of-20 - 30 minutes, whe adolescents were out of control and

could not be contained in the miìieu, or, in their bedrooms. It was antícipated

that the greatest need for this space wouid be in the acute/respite unit for
adolescents who were admitted in acute distress. The possibilíty of the target

population in the two ìonger term units changing at some future date, resulted

in the decision to inc'lude a quiet room Ín each residential unit. However, it
was also decided that the quiet rooms in these longer term units would be buÍlt
with a false ceiìing, and would initially be desÍgnated as an offíce/interview-

ing room to be used by staff, agency personnel, parents, etc. In the opinion of

the psychiatrist, the use of the quiet room for adolescents who are well-known

to staff should be a rare occurrence, or questíons have to be asked about the

intervention approaches of staff. The inconvenience of having to use the quiet

room on the thírd unit, fot" these adolescents was seen as a deterrent to Índis-

criminate use of the room by staff, and an Íncentive to staff to find innovatjve

intervention schemes. 0n those rare occasions when the Quiet Room was a

necessity, the close proxímity of the third unít would not make this an
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inaccessibl e resource.

E) Unobtrusive Security Measures

tJithin the design criteria of emphasizing home-like atmosphere, provisíons had

to be made, for unobtrusive observation of those ado'lescents who were in the

acute phase of their illness and ídentified as high risk, and for identifying

high security areas.

"It is primariìy a matter of balancìng: (A) the rísks of suicide,
escape, and assaultiveness, with (B) respect for the patient, trust in
him, and an opportunity to share some of the responsibilities for
himself and his environment." (Boyd, "Plann'ing Committee Minutes"
re/03/8?)

l,Jherever possibìe, if,e interíor ìayout of the bu'iìding was designed to allow

visual and auditory observation. For example, the centraJ nursing station was

designed to allow staff to clearly see both outside entrances to the residential

component, into all the ìiving areas of the residential units, and into the

music lounge. Through the use of glass doors and windows, an open atmosphere

was to be achieved without ieopardizing the separate identity of each residen-

tial unit.

Video cameras were to be located Ín the haììways leading to the school area and

administratjon area, and in the ceiìíng of the Quiet Room. Black and white TV

monitors were installed in the nursing station. This ensured that an adolescent

in the quiet room could be viewed at all tímes to ensure his/her safety, and,

that adoJescents who were confused and regressed, could be monitored waìking

aìong from home to school, a measure of increased independence from having to be

accompanied by a staff person.
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In order to ensure visual privacy in bedrooms, and yet have the abi'lity to

monitor extremeìy disturbed psychotic or suicidal patients, the decis'ion was

made to put in audio mícrophones in the ceilings of two bedrooms in each unit.

In additÍon, a decision was made to install audio monitors in the'living area of

each residential unit, thereby allowing night staff to work at the nursing

station comfortably assured that a disturbance would be immediate'ly be detected.

The Planning Minutes of the March 19, 1982 meeting discuss this system.

"The purpose of this system is to ensure a high level of security on a
Z4-hour bas'is. This system ís designed to allow the reduction in the
number of staff for the night shift without compromÍsing security.
The central controls are in the nursing station."

An adequate level _of staffing would allow for a measure of safety, but no

absolute assurance that if an adolescent was totalìy out of control that helshe

couldn't destroy the interior of the building. There was recognition of the

fact, that if an adolescent wants out, or wants to destroy property, there are

not fences high enough, nor materials strong enough, without designing a maximum

security prison, to withstand him/her.

Therefore, phiìosophicaìly, the Conmittee accepted the risk that we were design-

ing a conrnunÍty facility and that we would provide a measure of security and

safety, but in no way would we design a "jaiì". As will become evident from the

following exampìes this acceptance of risk, at a philosophicaì level, seemed to

be less defín'ite, when specifìc issues of importance to one, or the other

members of the Committee, were being discussed.
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Discussions regarding the use of gìass

decision-making process, resuìting from

the probìem and proposed solution.

were an example of constraints on

djfferences in each person's vision

the

of

F) The Use of Glass

Use of gìass could be considered a major suicide risk, or an important element

Ín creating natural light and an ambience of openness and security. It could be

considered non-cost-effective because of the potentiaì for continua'l breakage,

or cost-effective because of increased visual surveillance resuìting in a lower

staff ratio.

The architect came to this project after completÍng plans for an adult correc-

tional ínstitution, and concerns for client security were paramount in his mind.

Several times, he expressed fear over the media b'lam'ing the architectural firm

for the scandal of a suicide by an adolescent.

The decision to make extensive use of gìass was made by the original members of

the Pìanning Committee, prior to the cost consultant's involvement with the

group. However, he had attended subsequent meetings when the decision to use

glass had been discussed. He raised this issue as part of a discussion on

indestructability, saying he did not agree with the previous decision to use

g'lass, and that he wanted the discussion re-opened. He informed the group that

in discussions with the former Chief Provincial Psychiatrist, he had understood

that every possible measure, at whatever cost, had to be taken to prevent

suicides and destruction of property.
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As an example, the cost consultant "jntroduced to the discussion probìems the

Manitoba Youth Centre had had with damages, such as carpets being ripped,

counters broken, waìls marked and punched in, etc." (Boyd, "Planning Committee

Minutes" 15/03/82)

I interpreted this as a challenge to the psychíatrist's knowledge of the needs

and behav'iour of the target popuìation. As was discussed in "Methodology", the

cost consultant was concerned about decisions made prior to his involvemenù.

The decision to make extensive use of g'lass was interpreted by him as a poten-

tial threat to his goal of designing a hospital under budget, and a hospitaì

with low costs for maintenance and rep'lacement.

In the earlier discussion, the architects had felt caught between theír fear of

a suicide, and the design advantages of glass as an element in softening the

ambience and providing natural light to interior spaces. However, based on the

prevÍous discussion and decisions, they were now convinced that, despÍte their

feelÍngs of apprehension that glass could be used as a weapon jn a suicide

attempt, or in an attack against a peer or staff, the correct decision had been

to make extensive use of giass.

In my role of faciljtating decision-mak'ing, I reviewed the prevíous minutes for

the Committee, and indicated that the decision to use glass had been made after

thorough díscussjon and consideration of options and was consistent with the

design criteria.

The psychiatrist then reviewed for the cost consultant the thínking behind h'is
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previous recomrnendation, and stated that he continued to believe that this was

the appropriate cljnical response to the potentia'l problem of g'lass breakage.

He reminded the Committee that we were designing a community centre, not a

"jaiì", and that gìass is a normalizing element. Adolescents have breakable

wjndows in their bedrooms at home. Glass allows for transfer of natural ì'ight

and opens up spaces to provide an ambience that is appeaìing and not threaten-

ing. it allows for staff to have vÍsual access to adolescents without be'ing

physicaily present in the'ir space at all tÍmes. It allows for psychiatrically

djsturbed adolescents to monitor the reality of the time of day, the year, and

I ocation.

Discussion then moved to the use of Lexan, with the cost consultant's initial

position being that at Jeast we could use unbreakable glass. Again, this was

seen as contradictory to the philosophy, in that "unbreakable" glass challenges

the angry adolescent to achieve status with peers by breaking it. The psychia-

trist a'lso considered the cost to be a significant, unnecessary expense, at four

times the cost of regu'ìar glass.

In terms of group dynamics, this was an issue of the cost consultant challenging

the credibility of the Chairperson.

"Such instances of clinical and design personne'l being on dramaticaìly
different wave lengths might be minimfzed through careful attention in
advance to the clinical prob'lems that determine the functions to which
the design is directed." (Gutheil and Daìy 268)

Previous discussions with the architect regardíng target populat'ion and proposed

functíona'l pìan resulted in the architect now being on the same "wave length".
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However, the cost consultant had been absent, or only periphera'lly involved

these previous discussìons and had simjliar doubts, regarding the credibiìity

the psychiatrist as the architect had expressed previously.

The cost consultant, having heard directìy from the psychiatrist the rationale

for the decision to make extensive use of gìass, was prepared to support the

original decision. Consensus was reached on the installing of reguìar g'lass and

on monitoring of the cost of maintenance. If repìacements became frequent, Ít
uJas agreed the decision to convert to Lexan would be made on a locatíon by

location basis.

II. THE RESIDENTIAL AND INDUSTRIAL KITCHEN

The discuss'ions regarding kitchen facilities exemplify the dÍfferent interpreta-

tion of the design criteria of spatial flexibììity, home-like, residential

atmosphere and providing a setting to learn life and job skilìs.

The Functional Plan called for an industríal-sÍze kitchen to be located in the

academic-vocational zone of the buil ding and for a kítchen unit i n each

residence. The industrial-size kitchen was to function as a vocational training

centre in Human Ecology, and to serve hot meals, cafeteria style, to the

students of the school and staff of the school and the treatment centre. Each

ìiving unit was to have its own kitchen with the capacity to prepare al'l meals

for the residents and staff of each unit. The resÍdential kitchens wene to be

the setting for the teaching of life skills, i.e., teach'ing adolescents to

budget, shop for, and to prepare and serve meals.

'ln

of
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The architectural interpretation, or schematic des'ign, of the Functional Plan

was reviewed by the Manitoba Health Services Conrnission's expert consultant on

kitchen facilities who found the des'ign and the functional pìan to be unreal-

istic. Much of this consultant's previous experìence was in the pìanning of

nursing homes, with some in the planning of food preparation centres for larger,

acute care hospitals. She strong'ly recommended that the industrial kitchen

prepare lunch and supper, transporting the meals to the residentÍal unjt on a

hot cart. She conceded that having the residents prepare a simple breakfast of

cereal and toast was feasible. She also recommended that we re-desígn the

residential kitchens so that they were not a part of the livìng area, and

recommended removal of djrect access between the Human Eco'logy classroom and the

industrial kitchen.

The Chairperson reported the above recommendatÍons to the Planning Commjttee

Meeting of February 3, 1982, as the M.H.S.C. kitchen consultant was unable to

attend the meet'ing. Also attending this planning meeting was the resource

person from the psychfatrÍc nursing area. He supported the consultant's

recommendation statÍng categoricalìy that nurses would refuse to cook two meals

a day, and that Union rules would not allow this in any case.

An argument was legitimateìy raised that kitchens are dangerous places. There

are knives and other sharp instruments which could be used to attack others or

se'lf, and there is the possibility of someone getting hurt. Some would argue

that a good therapeutic program in a psychiatric hospital would protect its
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residents from these obvious dangers. Added to this security rìsk is the jssue

that many of the adolescents don't know, nor want to learn, how to prepare

meals and that staff's time commitments preclude cooking and meal c'lean-up.

These pieces of information had an interesting effect on the group process.

There was initíaììy an unquestioning acceptance of the information, with dis-

cussion focusjng on the pract'icaì aspects of how to keep the food warm on the

carts and shift changes for the cook. The impìication was that the Chairperson

was just not beíng practica'l in recommending residential kitchens, i.e. it was

an interesting concept but when it comes down to good design, you should follow

a proven design specification record.

Due to the lack of time between hís meeting w'ith the consultant and the Planning

ConrmÍttee meeting, the Cha'irperson and I had not discussed the consultant's

recommendation and had not planned strategy on how to present the

recommendations to the P'lanning Committee. If we had, my intervention would

1ike1y have been of a supportive, rather than a directive, íntervention. This

meeting occurred earìy in my involvement with the group and was the first

occasion on which I intervened directly to stop what I considered to be prema-

ture decision-making and decision-making that was not consistent with treatment

phiìosophy.

Referring to the records of past meetings, (January 14 and 2?, l9B2; February 3,

igBZ), I indicated my concern that the Commíttee was changing too quickiy from

its oríginaì goa'l of designing and equípping residential kítchens to teach

activities of daiìy living, without considering the ramífications of this deci-

sion.
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The Minutes of January 14th, 1982 describe the kitchens as foìlows:

Full ServÍce Kitchen - Part of Vocatjonal/Rehabil'itation Program;

Unit Kitchen - Residents to learn how to shop for unit, prepare

and cook own food." (Boyd, "Planning Committee Mjnutes" 14/0I/8?)

The Minutes of January 22nd, 1982, continue on the same premise in describing

the equìpment needed for the industrial KÍtchen, and its adjoining academic

area, the Human Eco'logy cl assroom.

"The Kitchen wilI:

serve as a training area for students to iearn necessary job

skills to eventua'l'ly apply for a iob in the community; and

students will be assessed indívidually to determine extent of

involvement in thís kitchen." (Boyd, "Pìanning Committee Minutes"

22/or/82)

My primary goa'|, in intervening directly in the decísion-makfng process, was to

alert the Committee to my concern that the decision to accept the M.H.S.C.'s

and psychiatric nurse consu'ltants' recornmendations was not consistent with the

prevíous decision of the Committee, nor was it consistent wíth the design

criteria. I hoped to convince the Committee that further exploration v/as

required before finalizìng thjs desígn dec'ision. Based on my assessment of the

Commíttee at that point, I did not think I would succeed in convincing them to

rr1.

2.

(1)

(2)
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return to the originai decision. Therefore, my emphasis was on encouraging them

to exp'lore further, explain our unique needs to the consuJtant again, and to

consider other solutions that would meet the needs of the functional plan and

the recommendation of the consultant.

In my opinion, I was successful in reaching my goa'ls. The discussion concluded

with the foììowìng pìan.

"Plan #1: The Committee decided that the flexibility of beíng able to
serve supper (Í.e. perhaps one unit each day) from this
kitchen wou'ld be an asset.

Plan #2: A decision to transfer all evening meals from the residen-
tial unÍts to the main kitchen was not made.

Plan #3: The-details of evening use of the kitchen will require
further discussion. It was noted that the kitchen is to be
considered a therapeutic work area for training adolescents,
and that decisions wouJd be based on this concept.

Plan #4: The Committee decided that the kitchen would be designed
with the capacity to serve two meals a day.

Plan #5: The Manitoba Health Services Commíssion consultant requested
a letter from the Chairperson out'líning the parameters of
the kitchen and its usage. She will then meet further with
the architects." (Boyd, "Planning Committee Minutes"
03/02/82)

Foì'lowing the meeting, the Chairperson and I met and reviewed the process.

Based on the expert advice of the Manitoba Health Services Commission consultant

and the psychiatric nurse, a decision had almost been reached to change one of

the basic goals of rehabilitation. Perhaps because a similar concept had not

been tried before, there was more of a tendency to follow the advice of the

experts. It was unfortunate that the timing of the two meetings was such that

the Chairperson and i had not been able to plan strategy. As a result, my

intervention in the meeting had to be more tenacious. In discussing the p'lan as



quoted above, the Chairperson and I agreed

Health Services Commission consultant would

outl ine the philosophy and goal s of the

industrial kitchen.

"Unit Kitchens - architects
conÏrasT-lñluggestion of
Committee Minutes" 31/05/82)
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that the letter to the Manitoba

provide an opportunity to again

residential ki tchen and of the

By May 31st, I98?, following several meetings with the consultant, and a thor-

ough review of the consultant's recomnended changes for the residential kitch-

ens, the architect stated that he belíeved the original archÍtectura'l design to

be more in keepíng with the functional requirements of the user group.

The Minutes of May 31st, 1982 read as follows:

recommend set-up as origina'lly planned, in
M.H.S.C. consultant." (Boyd, "Planning

The consuJtant and the Manitoba Health Servíces Commission architect attended

the September 20,1982, pianning meeting. There were conf'licting views on the

location of the door between Human Ecoìogy and the industrial kitchen. The

consultant also had continuing concerns about the unit kitchens as noted in the

following quotation from the minutes of September 20th, I1BZ.

"(1) Too much distance between sink and stove;
(2) Corridor space is dangerous;
(3) U-shaped design hampers easy access to the kitchen counters for

gookín9,. return of dishes, etc." (Boyd, Planning committee Minutes
?7 /09/82)

It was agreed that a sub-committee would continue exploríng these issues and

would inform the Planning Con¡nittee of the results.
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The Planning Committee met on September 27th, 1982, and discussed the final

reconrnendations of the kjtchen consultant and made the following decisions.

"The original design (of the architect) better meets the needs of the
residents as envi sioned in the FunctionaJ Plan. The kitchen is
designed to approximate as closeìy as possible a kitchen ín a private
home or apartment, thereby enabìing the resídents to Jearn skílls in
this kitchen appropriate to their return to the community. The main
kitchen is designed to provide vocational training specifjc to emp'loy-
ment in a commercial kitchen setting." (Boyd, "Planning Committee
Minutes" 27/09/82)

There was concern on the part of the Manitoba Health Services Commissíon that

the recommendations of their consultant were not being followed, but the consis-

tency of the orígina'l desígn with the needs of the user eventualiy resulted in

their consensus with the p'lan. The industrial kitchen was designed with the

capacity to prepare an evening meaì. This required no changes to the origínal

plan because consíderation had already been gÍven to design and equipment which

would a'llow for evening activities such as school dances, concerts for parents,

etc. The residential kitchen also remained as originalìy designed. The U-shape

allowed for staff and residents to work together ín meal preparation, and for

others to watch from the stools whích sat up to the eating counter. The design

resolved the issue of safety, because it was open to the ìiving area, thereby

a'llowing unobtrusive visual surveillance by staff. The concern over sharp

knives was resolved by prov'iding one locked drawer; a far less restrictive

solution than locking up the entire kitchen.

"It (physical setting) will reflect the attitude of the institution
toward the patient, wjll make possibìe certain attitudes and approach-
es, and wi'lI ensure that others wiII be omitted." (Greenblatt et al.
141 )
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This decision to maintain the Íntegrity of the residential kitchen was a crit-
ical factor in meeting the design criteria of home-lÍke atmosphere and spatial

flexibility. Its design would encourage interaction between staff and adoles-

cents, and provide a normalized atmosphere for adolescents to talk about areas

of concern and to learn skills, and would encourage adolescents and theír

families to feel at home, to make a cup of coffee, have a glass of mi'lk, etc.

Thinking back on these discussions, it seems hard to belíeve how close the

proposed treatment centre came to institutionalizing the setting by having meals

provided through a traditional , central hospitaì kitchen. Al though this

recommendatÍon contradicted all the design criteria, the advíce of the expert

consultants appeared to overwhelm the Committee members, who accepted the advice

with few questions. I feel my intervention was particu'lariy significant in not

on'ly deferring the decision-making to allow the group to assess its decision

within the context of the design criteria, but also in cìear'ly establishing this

process as the acceptab'le one to follow in future meetings. i think the members

of the Planning Committee were also surprised, in retrospect, at how easily they

had changed dÍrection and Jost sight of the original prínciples and specific

design goals.
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III. FURNISHINGS, FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT

Furnishings, fixtures and equipment, F.F. & E., was tendered according to the

same principles of security, indestructability, flexibiìity, and to achieve a

home-like atmosphere ín the residential areas, and was tendered according to

function, in the academic zone, and the administrative-therapeutic zone.

Furniture for the school was similar to that for junior/senior high schooìs with

the exception of ordering soìid oak tables, and solid wood trim on all counters.

This was based on the knowìedge that school furniture is often the target for

mínor vandalism - carving of initials, breaking off corners of counters, etc.

The initial extra cost of purchasing oak tables and wood counter edges was

consídered a preventative cost for maintenance, i.e., if an adolescent carved up

a table, helshe could sand it down in the Industrial Arts room. An added bonus

was that the weight of the soiid wood made using the furníture as throwable

þ/eapons Ímpossible. After the grantÍng of the tenders to a local businessman,

the additional step of makÍng all the table tops reversible further extended

ease of repair and the life expectancy of the wood tables.

0ffices were designed to function and not to staff assignment. Emphasis was

pìaced on soundproofing and comfort. No emphasis was placed on individuality,

or private ownership of office space because the emphasis was to be on staff
providing services in, and to, the community. The desks were designed to take

up as little space as possibìe, in favour of the therapeutic use of the space
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for indjvidual and family therapy sessions. To accommodate the small size

the offices, compensation was made in terms of the size of furniture used,

the inclusion of a large window to g'ive a feeling of openness and freedom.

An interesting process occurred regarding the purchase of chairs. The interior
design consultant presented to the Committee the specifications for chairs,

se'lecting each kind of chair according to function. As a result of the ensuing

discussion, the cost consultant made it clear that the Manitoba Health Services

Commission would not pay for so many different chairs, and stated the user would

have to come up with a different plan.

Ïhis issue was one of the more interesting and unusual examples of my role with

the Chairperson anã plannÍng Committee in a planning and facilitating capacity.

It appeared that the CommÍttee had reached an impasse. The interior design

consultant presented hÍs expert recommendation on chairs and the cost consultant

refused to pay. The architect, who had selected the interior design consuìtant,

supported his recommendation. This dìscussion occurred near the end of the life
of the committee, and although each member made his stand clear, it was fairly
easy to suggest that we consider all possibìe options to the probìem facing the

Committee as a whole. This open discussion resulted in permission from the

architect and cost consultant for the user to negotiate d'irectly with the

furniture manufacturer, in an attempt to fínd a chair that could serve multipìe

functions and thereby reduce costs.

Prior to visiting the various furniture manufacturers, the Chaírperson and I

reviewed the Planning Committee minutes and interior design consultant

specifications to identify what would ideally meet the functÍonal needs. The

of

and
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Chairperson's previous experience in negotiating with bui'ìding and furniture

companies, facilitated successful resolution with a basic set of chairs being

designed to meet the specialized needs of the Treatment Centre.

In this examp'le, the cost consultant's absolute refusal to accept the cost

resulted in an appropriate second look at a previous decision, and a compromise

decision which u'ltimateìy improved the qua'lity of the product, the functíonal

usage, and reduced the costs. The cost consultant was pìeased because the costs

had been reduced, the architect was satisfied that his recommended intervention

had been successful without jeopardizing the integrity of the functional p'lan,

and the user was satisfíed because of the benefits of expìoring directly with

the manufacturer the functional requirements and of having them reflected in the

final product.

IV. THE SECRETARIAL AREA

External consultants regarding the design of the secretarial area recommended

c'losing off of secretaries and their supervisors, for reasons of confidentiaìity

and privacy. The decision previously made, based on the philosophy, was that

everyone who worked in the organization must be conrmitted to therapeutic

involvement wjth the adolescents. Because of the decision to employ patients in

office-tra'ining positions, and the desire to create a therapeutic envíronment,

the issue of confidentiaìity was considered to have less priority, and the

secretaries were placed in an open adminístratíve area, readily accessible to
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staff and patfents. Consideration was g'iven to a compromise of having the

supervísory secretary enclosed in an office. Space límitations and phílosophy

resulted in the compromise of p'lacing that person in the open area, but somewhat

apart from the other work stations to facil itate some measure of

confidentiaì'ity, and stìll retain the abiìity to communícate with the other

secretarial stations and patients.

V. LANDSCAPiNG

The discussions regarding the landscaping of the grounds exemplified the issue

of professionals from disparate backgrounds with individual goals having to find

consensus on a group goaì. These discussions occurred in the latter part of the

planning process and the issue represented the last major opportunity to achieve

jndividual goals prior to the letting of tenders for construction.

The Planning Committee had agreed that the landscapíng of the grounds, i.e.

creating an ambience around the building was a necessary part of the design

process .

Earìy discussions wíth the Manítoba Health Services Commission focused on the

advantages and disadvantages of letting a separate tender for site development-

The cost consultant stated the architect's estimated cost for landscaping was

too hi gh . He cal I ed a meeti ng f or the Chai rperson and û'ìe , and at the cost

consultant's request, the Manitoba Health Services Commission architect also

attended thjs meeting on a consultant basjs. The Chairperson countered with the

recommendation to remove ìandscapíng from the total budget and to let a separate



tender for it later, thereby ailowing

money remain'ing after the granting of

in 1ow, there woujd be more money

landscaping would be curtailed, and

structure of the buiìding, by making

out of the Construction Budget.
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the marketpìace to determine the amount of

construction tenders. If the tenders came

for 'landscapí ng. If they came i n hi gh ,

the decision would not have effected the

a premature decision to cut certain items

The Chairperson summarized the posit'ions of each professional on the Committee

as recorded in the meeting of September 14th, I98?.

"The architects are responsible for design; Manitoba Health Servíces
Commissjon is responsible for prov'iding quality control and equitable
expenditures of the Province's money, and the User Group is responsi-
ble for the function, making decisions without compromising princi-
pìes, and prioritizing items from essential to ancillary." (Boyd,
"Pl anning Commi ttee Minutes" 14/ 09 /82)

The l4anitoba Health Serv'ices Commission architect rep'lied, " the issue
is political in that it is seen as evident that the present market
will result in lower tenders and in Manitoba Health Services Conrnis-
sion saving money for the Province, and that this facility's ìandscap-
ing should be seen as similar in costs to those of others recent'ly
built in the community." (Boyd, "Planning Committee Minutes"14/09/82)

The cost consultant agreed with the M.H.S.C. architect that he would be

uncomfortable exp'laining why the first faci'lity owned by Manitoba Health

Services Commission had a higher qua'lity of'landscaping than other hospitals.

The meeting concluded with the cost consultant agreeing to a separate tender for
'landscaping, and with his fee'ling that the Chairperson understood his stance and

would support him in the next meeting with the architect.
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The p'lan, as stated jn the Minutes, was as follows:

"The tender for construction and F.F. & E. will be let. The tender
for landscaping will be let at some future point and will indicate
which areas are essential, i.e. requiring large equipment, and which
areas are optionaì, i.e. residents can complete." (Boyd, "Planning
Commi ttee I'li nutes " 20 / 09 /BZ)

The architect attended the next meeting and reviewed the process he had followed

in arriving at the landscaping p1an. He argued that the amount of landscaping

was minimal compared to simílar facilities in Calgary and Vancouver, and that

the purpose of the landscaping was more than aesthetic. The courtyard component

of the outdoor area, which will not be seen by the pubiic, was to be designed

according to the design criteria of home-like atmosphere, spatiai flexÍbility,
and a setting to teach life skills and work skills. The psychiatríst supported

the development ofinis outdoor therapeutic space and stated, "that the decisÍon

to cut is a dollar dec'ision, not a decision based on the functional plan."

(Boyd, "Pl anning Comm'ittee Mjnutes'20/09/82)

The Minutes record the discussion as follows:

"The group discussed this buiìding in comparison to a private home, and
other health care facilities, i.e. nursing homes, institutions and small
hospitals, in an attempt to compare the ìandscaping provisions and usage to
an existing faciìity. It was not possib'le to compare. It was concluded,
rather, that decisions have to be reached based on the functional p1an.
However, the group acknowledged the position of Manitoba Health Services
Commission to account for the dollars spent in this time of restraint."
(Boyd, "Planníng Commjttee Minutes"?0/09/BZ)

With this decision, the issue was put on hold for approximateìy one year, until

June 22nd,1983, when it re-surfaced with many of the same concerns.
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The discussion in this meet'ing was reminiscent of earlier discussions - is this

facility a hospital? or is it a large group home? Despite my contínued emphasis

with the Conrmittee to make decisions according to the Functional Plan and design

criteria, the natural attempt was to find "something" to use as a basis of

comparison. hJith landscaping being the most vis'ible proof of money spent, the

cost consultant wanted assurances that other hospitals would not accuse him of

overspending because it was "his buiìding". Aìthough he agreed, in principle,

that th'is faciiity was not "just a small hospitaì", he believed he would still
be subject to criticism by those in the community who defined it as a

"hospita'l". An interrelated factor which I recorded in the Process Notes was a

comment by the Manitoba Health ServÍces Commission architect that "there are no

guidelines for determining costs when estimates are low. Usua'lìy costs are

controlIed by pricei." (Boyd, "Process Notes"58)

By the time of the next major Planning Meeting on landscaping, the Chairperson

and I had discussed, and agreed upon, the feasibilìty of letting a contract for

the heavy work, such as the laying of sod, and holding back money for planting

costs only, with labour to be supplied by residents and staff. This work

project was seen as an ideal opportunity to increase positive fee'l ings for the

setting, and to encourage staff and adolescents in the developing of

relationships and specifÍc work ski lls.
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The Minutes of the June ?2,1983 meeting record the resu'lts of the tender

proces s .

"It had been agreed that a final decision on ex.penditures for land-
scaping would bä postponed until the proiect tender was_granted. The

tenäer-came in low. 'In principle, it was agreed that landscap'ing^Þe
designated as a work project to be compìeted by residents and staff.
Howeúer, the reality' of having staff and residents compìete this
immediaie'ìy after opLning would depend upon the season of the year,
number of-staff and resiients, etc. It was agreed that the grounds

should be aesthetically pleas'ing, and that where possibìe, residents
and staff should participate i; the 'landscaping." (Boyd, "Planning
Committee Mi nutes"22/06/83 )

At the end of the meeting, a sub-commÍttee meeting of the Chairperson, cost

consultant and I, was held to prepare a repìy to the landscaping architect's

cost estimate of $30,000.00 The reply stated that the costs were too high and

requested him to sr¡bmit a basic plan. When thjs also came in very high, the

Chairperson and i made further cuts and reduced the costs to iust over

$1,000.00, wÍth an amount to be left in a contingency budget for resídents to

complete the planting.

Throughout the process, the cost consultant and architect intensifÍed their

lobbying and invited the Chairperson and I to attend meetings with them. The

cost consultant stated that the landscaping costs were outrageous and an attempt

to "pad" on the part of the architects; the archjtect stated that we were

under-budget, and we could afford to have 'landscaping in keeping with the

building. This was one of the ìast major issues to be resolved, and the last

attempt to establish power and status and to achieve individual goa1s, as we

moved to the construction phase. The cost consultant's individual goal was to

bring the project in under budget, and the architect's individual goal was to

build an aesthetically pleasing and functíonally operational centre.
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InterestinglY, the negotiations resulted in the price dropping so low that the

cost consultant was concerned that the Chairperson was trying to make him look

"foolish" in the eyes of the Minister of Health when he came to open a buiìding

that was surrounded by b'lowing dirt. This became yet another occasion on which

the Chairperson Iiteral'ly said to the cost consultant "you have to trust me. I

won't embarrass you." (Boyd, "Process Notes",32) He assured the cost consultant

the money would cover sufficient ìandscaping costs to open, thereby allowing us

to follow the original pìan of actively involving residents and staff in the

planting of the grounds.

The landscaping issue was the first time in the day-to-day planning process that

the senÍor architectural partner became involved. This changed ùhe dynamics of

the group and lefi the Committee architect caught between what the senior

partner recommended and the open styìe of working he had established with the

Planning Committee, and in particular with the Chairperson.

In this situation, the User Group and the facilitator-coordinator took a very

actjve role in reso'lving the conflict between the goaìs of the architect and

those of the cost consultant. l,Jhen the sketch plan was returned from the

landscaping architect the second time, with few of the requested changes, the

Chairperson decíded that he and I would simply re-do the landscaping pìan.

Because of the assumed conflict position that the Committee architect was p'laced

in by involvement of hÍs senior partner in sub-contracting with the ìandscapíng

architect, the previous style of discussion with Committee members wouJd not

have been effective. However, by the Chairperson taking over directìy and

saying specificaì'ly what the user group wanted done by the landscaping firm, the

architect was in the position of having to acquiesce.
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Ihe method of evaluating my ro'le with the Planning Cornmittee was pìanned wÍth my

Practicum Advisory Committee. It was agreed that the principaì members of the

Planning Committee would be interviewed on audio tape. Consideration was given

to who should conduct the interview, because of possible bias resulting from my

conducting the intervjew. However, after much djscussion and revision of the

questions, the Advisory Committee recornmended that the Structured Intervíew

should be conducted by myself. In addition to the taped ínterview materiaì,

each member was to be requested to complete a Performance Rating Scale of my

performance in each function of my roìe, which was to be mailed directly to my

principa'l advisor. This was then correlated to the comments given in the

Structured Intervíew.

The process was as follows: i contacted each Planning Committee member by phone

and requested their assistance in completíng an evaluatjon of my involvement

with the Planning Committee. Interviews were scheduled and all conducted at the

member's place of work. The Structured interview itself lasting from forty-five

mínutes to one and a half hours, was audio recorded and later transcribed

verbatim, and copies were sent to my princ'ipal advisor. All Cornmittee members

completed the performance rating scale and mailed it directìy to my principal

advi sor.

It was agreed by my Advisory Committee that I would jnterview five Planning

Committee members. The order of the interviews was random, according to the
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availabi'lity of the member. Structured Interviews were conducted wÍth the

psychiatrist (Cnairperson, User Group) both representatives from the Manitoba

Health Services Commission, and the archÍtect and his support staff, the

draftsman for thÍs project. The architect and psychiatrist were activeiy
invoJved throughout the compìete time frame, with the Manitoba Health Services

Commjssion represented by two staff, according to required function. The

decisíon to Ínclude the architectural support staff was based on his involvement

as the "job captain" for the architectural firm on this project. He was not an

active partic'ipant in meetings, but attended desígn meetings to amass the

information he needed to comp'lete detailed drawings, etc. Because of the

spec'ificity of h'is involvement, it was postulated that he might have different
expectations and interpretation of my invoJvement.

A) STRUCTURED INTERVIEI^' QUTSTiONS

The Structured Interview was divided into five sections. please refer to

Appendix A for a copy of the ',Evaluation Instrument',.

The session began with fairìy structured questions and then moved on to less

well defined areas.

lllíth each Committee member, i began by reading the preambìe. The purpose of the

preambìe was to identify the reason for the interview, its structure and

process, and to inform Committee members that their comments would be included

in my practicum report.
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SECTION I:

This question was an ice-breaker, to al low each member to

consider the preambìe which I had iust read, and to give him an

opportunity to give a general overview of the pianning process

during the time of my involvement.

SECTiON II:

The questions focused on the expectatfons members of the Pìanning

Committee had of ffie, and whether these had changed over time,

were fulfilled or not.

SECTION III:

The questions focused on the specifÍc functions that i had

proposed to fulfil I when I began my involvement with the

Committee. At the beginning of this part of the "Structured

Interview", I provided each Committee member with a typed copy of

"Coordinating and Facil itating Functions" with a description of each.

Members were given time to review this information and to refer to the

typed sheet throughout this series of questÍons.

The first question asked the member's opinion on the importance of each

function 'in the achievement of the Conrnittee's goa1s. The Conrnittee
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members had not previousìy been gìven information as to the specífic

details of each function I had proposed to fulfíll. The second question

was designed to assess whether the members were aware at the time

of my performing any of the listed functíons, and/or aware of my performing

functions not listed. The thÍrd and fourth questions asked for a perfor-

mance evaluation on each function, including their opÍnion as to how

successful I had been and their recommendations for improvement.

SECTION IV:

This was the Performance Rating Scale which members were asked to

complete independent'ly and mail to my princ'ipa1 advisor.

SECTION V:

These quest'ions gave each Committee Member the opportunity to

make further comments and to ask questions, and to give their

opínion as to whether they would partic'ipate at some point in the

future with a social work practicum student as a member of a plannìng

committee. This question was designed to provide an opportunity for the

members to comment on the involvement of graduate students general'ly,

without having to specifically comment on my involvement. A posítive

answer would be indicative of the member's satÍsfaction with my level of

performance.



B) REVIEl.l OF TRANSCRIBED ANSWERS

I wil I now review the

Performance Rating Scale for

transcribed cornments of the members and

each of the proposed functions.
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the

SECTION I:

There was agreement by al'l members that the pìanning process had gone well.

Most frequent'ly mentioned was that "(it) was unique to the Province",

(Taped Interview,l) and the stress and excitement related to that, and the

impression that "the planning went very well, exceptionally well because of

the peopl e Í nvol ved. " .

SECÏION II:

Members of the Committee had differíng expectations of my involvement with

them. This was related to the time at whÍch they and I had joined the

Committee, theÍr understanding of the role of a graduate student in a

practícum placement, and how they perceived my helpíng or hindering their

efforts in reaching the'ir individual goa'ls. The psychiatrist most clearly

saw the role of the student, likeìy because he had been directly involved

in discussions with my princípa1 advisor, and in requesting the group's

permission for my involvement.

i - Answers by the P'lanning Cornm'ittee members to the questionnaire were
transcribed and are quoted verbatim throughout Section B. In sequential order,
they refer to the following references: 81, D1, E4, BI, B?, C2, Dl, D3, D3, 81,
83, E5, 84, E5, D4, A5,2, E6, 84, C6, E6, A6, A7,9, Ag, Ag, E7, E7, Dg, D2, D?,
02, D5, D5, E7,05, D6, Eg, Dg.
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"l started with an expectation that this would be for your

education and for whatever you might add to the Committee

from a community mentai health worker and a sociai worker's

perspective... I was most specifically concerned about the

efficiency with which you were able to listen to a lot of

different people's opìníons, who were not necessari'ly

trained in a singie type of training, and to be able to

translate all of the different languages of construction

p'lanners, architects, psychiatrists, and social workers,

into specific detail which could be agreed to and understood

by al I peopì e i nvol ved i n the pì anni ng process . The

particular thíng that I looked for in addition to the input

that you made with regards to the clarity of description,

u/as a sign'if f cant input from the social worker's point of

view of how psychiatric programs could be translated into

architectural design. "

In contrast, the senior Manitoba Health Services Commission representative

had not remembered after the initial introduction, that my involvement was

as a student. "I was somewhat surprised that you were involved as a

student", and had based h'is expectations on "I thought you were there as an

experienced staff member. "

The cost consultant and draftsman became involved part way through the

process after I had aìready established myself as a member of the Planning
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Committee. Theír expectations were based more on what they observed me

doing, as a member of the Pìanning Committee, "I guess I became dependent

on what you were doing by virtue of communications with our offÍce.',

The architect's basic expectations were that I would provide "another view

from a medical point of vier^/, from the user poÍnt of vjew which allowed

more than a two way exchange", document the decision making and planning

process, which "keeps the project on track a lot easier when

everyone can refer to the Minutes as to actually what was said or who had

to do what", and that you would become,

"very much a part of this design group and that's really
what we're saying here, is that this was a design team,
which is the only way that a buiìding like this can be
resolved, is that every participant in the design team, he
gives his all, then we arrjve at a better solution and
hopefulìy that will show in the final building."

The question "in what ways did i fulfill, and/or not fulfill your expec-

tations," is predicated on the prevìous one, ín the sense that the orígÍnaì

members of the Committee had general expectations that they felt i met.

The architect states, "I think you pretty welì fulfilled our expectations,

actually more than we had thought."
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The senior Manitoba Health Services Commission representative, basing his

ansv'Jer on what he would expect from a staff member comments,

"f think you handled yourself well with the various disci-
plines that were ínvolved, from engineering to architectural
to construction peopìe to administrative peopìe.... Even on
refìection, I don't think I ever had a thought you weren't
doing what you were supposed to do and doÍng it very well.,'

In addition to indícating that I satísfactoriìy futfilled his expectations

of me with the Committee, the Chairperson added his thoughts on my role

with him,

"As the process evolved, I've found that your ínvoìvement
was invaluable... where I was unsure of whether I was
overstepping a boundary for which I did not have expertise,
the significant value in being able to bounce that off
yourself, and rea'lizing more anã more that you both had an
interest in admínistration, and in thís kind of endeavour n
addition to your sociai work training, and hav'ing a consid-
erable expertise as wel'1. "
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SECTION III AND IV

As stated earlier, I provided each person with a typed copy of the "Coor-

dinating and FacilitatÍng Functions" and descriptors, to refer to during

this part of the interview process. In my review of this section, I wÍll

compare the comments made in the interview situation with the written

connnents and rating on the Performance Rating Scale, Section IV, which was

compìeted by each participant at a later date.

Ihe fírst functjon ljsted'is the documentation of the pìannÍng meetíngs.

Three of the Committee members rated my performance on this as very

satisfactory,-.two as satisfactory. The senior Manítoba Health Services

Commission representative gave the following assessment,

"I think the Minutes reflected what working Minutes should
reflect, what was agreed upon, what was not quite agreed
upon, and what the next steps were and who was going to do
the next steps, which I thÍnk is often sadìy'lacking in sort
of working Minutes, and what's left to do and who is goíng
to do Ít, and when they have to be done by."

For the psychiatrist, or Chairperson, the Minutes were a working tool. As

has been discussed previously, the Minutes were consulted at the Committee

level and in pre and post meetings between the Chairperson and I.

"What I found was that it was absoluteìy invaluable to have
someone who had the abiìity to translate accurateìy program-
matic information into a language that could be understood
by someone who is not part of the same generic training or
program. And that these Minutes, or this process documen-
tation, had such clarity that it enabled me to consensualìy
evaluate my own thinking, even though that thinkìng had
taken place as'long ago as a year, and also allowed me to be
able to check, or call the other individuals in our planning
process when they indicated later that they reaily hadn't
understood, then the ability to refer to these notes was in
my estimation an absolutely invaluable piece of informa-
tion. "
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The architect and draftsman also commented favourably several times

throughout the Structured Interview, "we were very impressed with that",

"aìways concise, to the point, and accurate."

There was some contradiction in the response of the cost consultant who

rated my performance as very satìsfactory on the Performance Rating Scale,

but expressed both negative and positive comments in the interview situa-

tion.

"Your recordíng, which I gather is one of your respon-
sibil ities, was good."

"They þrere, the only thÍng that I found, is that they were
verbatim minutes, they weren't basicalìy decision minutes,
which I ¿hink projects need rather than, because how do you,
you may not quite agree with the way someone has described a
particular meeting and they may not have picked up the
intent that certain ÍndÍviduals around the table were saying
and you can always see that editing takes place."

Based on comments that he made regarding the Minutes on other occasions, my

assessment is that his concern was that I would record him saying something

that he preferred not to be recorded. l^lhen he was feeling pressured in a

meeting, I was often the recipient of comments such as "here's Mrs. Minutes

again." Each member of the Committee, at some point in the process'

expressed uneasiness about the "power of the written word", exhibited by

direct comments of "don't write that down." To maÍntain credibìlity, these

cornments were never recorded in the Planníng Minutes, but they were record-

ed in my process notes and provided me wìth additjonal informatíon for

analysis. The edjting of the Minutes after each meeting was a tíme consum-

ing project. Material was divíded into official Minutes, process notes,

and content notes. Included with the official Minutes was the Pìanning
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Chart, which was updated after each meeting. The origina'l handwrítten

notes, recorded at the meeting, were kept Ín my fÍles for future reference.

The second function, "arrang'ing for consultants and resource material", has

been discussed earlier as being the solution to the ídentified probìem of

the architects, of having too many people attending each planning meeting

and giving conflicting messages, This function uJas a liaison one of

facil itating communication and information flow between the Planning

Cornmittee and the consultants identifÍed by the user groupr oF requested by

the architect. I did not serve this function of liaison wÍth consultants

who were on staff of the Manitoba Health Services Commíssion, such as the

kitchen consul tant.

The Chairperson saw thÍs as a deìegated function that a'llowed him to,

"extend myse'lf as the principaì from the programmat'ic point
of view much further than I would otherwise have been able
to do. "

The architect stated that this "was handled very weìì and we never had any

cause for comment against that, that meetings weren't being held when uJe

wanted them or the right people, we weren't able to get a hold of."
-:

The rating for this function of "arrangÍng

satisfactory according to three partici pants,

according to two participants.

fo

and

r consul tants" was

very satisfactory
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The function of "assisting group maintenance functions" was rated as

satisfactory by four members, and very satisfactory by one member. The

psychÍatrist conrnented on how my involvement in the group process affected

h im,

"wíth regards to the morale of the group, in my estimation,
recognizing that I work wíth groups and have worked with
groups in the past, your particuìar benefit to me was a

stabi ì i zi ng i nfl uence. "

The cost consultant stated that the Manitoba Health Services Commíssion is,

"very satisfied with the outcome of the project. Design
wise, quality wise and cost wÍse, and cost controì wise, and
if thats a morale booster I'm happy about that because I
thjnk that's what the whole obiect of the thing is, without
seliing the farm or buiìding something that is absolutely
ridiculous."

As stated previously, this Committee saw itself as a group with a task to

compìete. During the planning process itself, the cost consultant ex-

pressed dissatisfaction most frequently, that being a concern that we were

spending too much money. By the time of this interview, it was obvious

that tenders were coming in at cost, and that the Manitoba Health Services

Con¡níssion would save money on the project which would reflect favourably

on the cost consultant.

The next three functions relate to my ínvolvement in the decision making

process and will be discussed as a unit. Four of the people rated "Facili-

tate Decjsion Making Process" and "Faci I itate Confl ict Resol ution" as

satisfactory, one person rated each of these as very satisfactory. "Sup-

port Consensus Testing" was unanimously rated as very satisfactory.
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stated that initiaììy he had concerns about the pro-The cost consultant

cess,

"I thought at the beginning... that it would be a struggìe,
but as the project progressed, I found that there was a lot
of give and take."

"initfaliy, I felt it was sort of a one way street by the
user, and that everything was geared up aìl around strictly
program, and after awhi I e I started to understand the
individuals that þrere involved, and things started coming
into pìace and then people were taking the budget that lve
had established seriously, and that it was going to come in
under that, and that the budget was established as a budget,
and i felt that it was no use causíng hard feelíngs amongst
people until we saw numbers, and then we could take serious
steps in which your involvement and the psychiatrist was to
get the best that you cou'ld, but also look at the reality of
the províncial tax dolIars."

These comments are in keeping with the cost consultant's concern at not

having been involved from the beginning of the process, and his initial
feeling of "being left out". Later in the process he identified more with

the group goa1, but continued to see his involvement as being more linked

with that of the Chairperson, the user.

"I think as far as yourself and the psychiatrist and the
user side of it and the Conmission, there was the least
amount of disagreement..., but I think there was a lot of
tension in regards to our cross-involvement through the
architectural organization. "

"That's from my perspective, and in my discussions with the
psychiatrist, u/e're finding that we have to, and yourse'lf,
we have to stick together in the decision making without
them taking it away from us or tel'ling us they know every-
thing. "

As the cost consultant began to Ídentify more with the user, he perceíved

the architectural firm as attempting to operate within the historical role

of tel'ling the client what to do, and he objected to this styìe of working

relationship.
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The psychiatrist also comments specificaì1y on my role in facilitating
confl ict resol utions,

many times when there woul d be difficul ty
architect and the Manitoba Heal th ServÍces

more than between the program and the archi-

discussed the value of my role in assessing the situation

and possible approaches for him to utilize in resolving the conflict.

" ít was very often that prior to going to the meeting I
would be totally briefed on the partícular position, whether
it was in variance or in agreement with my own position withall the other principal pìayers. It was invaluable for me
in facil itating conflict resolution when I had been so
accurate'ly briefed and it made conflict resolution for me
that much easier. I was able to cìarify a process of
resolutíon at least for myseìf, which facilitated, that we
got what we wanted."

The architect discussed the delays that result when members of a design

team antagoníze each other. He comments favourabìy on my

"reaction to problems, for example, if there was an error or whateverin
the final drawings. The fact that you very professionally anaìyze the
problem and were wÍ'lling to deal with it as a professional, rather
than reacting negative'ly to one of the desígn team members, or looking
to blame or scapegoat for that purpose."

He discusses at some length, the'importance to the architect, of the user

who

"wiII be a client that we
user can recognize other
problems of archjtecture,
enough to allow for a kind
cases. "

can relate to and also that the
prob'lems than his own, meaning
quotes, costs, and be fl exibl e
of negotiated solution in some
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He discusses the advantages from the architectural perspectìve of " having

someone other that the architect chalìenge some of these things." He sees

this as hav'ing been particuìarìy important on this project, because the

psychiatrist was a user group of one, and,

"the fact that you were very actíve in the philosophy of
some of the concepts, allowed us to have this dialogue and
to initiate us into some of your problems which is the other
problem architects have. l^le are building a faciìity to
house these functíons, but we have to have it clear'ly
explained to us what actually we are housing and sometimes
that's very diffjcult. Some users have trouble putting that
across or become so dogmatíc or just one-sided if you
hadn't been there, we míght have had a lot more djffjculty
in tryfng to communicate the user needs."

Regarding consensus testÍng, the architect states,

"it is interesting the third person, especially in the fact
that you weren't an architect, you weren't a psychÍatrists,
but coming at it from a social work function, you had an
input that maybe caused the other tr,¡o to react d'ifferently
than if you hadn't been there, and so I think that supported
the whole design function and I think that it made every-
one's job a 1ittle easier."

The Chairperson again comments on the importance of this function to his

partícuìar roìe,

"the consensus testing of being able to consenually valÍdate
what other peop'le were th'inkíng and saying in the group, and
coming up with some understanding through discussion with
you, both in the group and in the post-group, made my
position that much stronger, and also effective'ly he'lped me

to be more influential in getting our psychÍatric programs
translated into optimai architectural design."
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The architect comments on the resulting consistency at the working
drawÍng stage from my 'intervention in the decision-making process,

"if you didn't agree with something, You he'ld uþ a red fìag,
and said, wel'1, maybe we should either look into that, or
think about that a bit and the fact that the chairperson
would respect your decísion on poìnts like that, and you
were both open f or our conments and 'in chal leng'ing our
des'igns and our phí'losophy which were sometimes made from a

non-professjonal, as far as medical reasonìng is concerned."

He comments further on the uniqueness of th'is project, and the fact that

the des'ign team was breaking new ground.

' "The fact that it was so new, the treatment phi'losophy was
a'lways being anaìyzed throughout the two years, and I think
þre were always challengíng'it, and I think from the security
point of vjew which was one important thìng, and the suicide
decisíons that we had to make, or how far to carry the
building as far as beìng secure and to stay away from going
overboard, I feìt that you and the chairperson were consis-
tent and yet were always trying to ratjonal ize that every-
th'ing was handjed properìy and that you weren't goíng
overboard one way or go'ing overboard the other way. It
sometimes changed our approach on the actual bujlding as v/e

went a'long, when we kept challenging everything and makìng
sure over and over again that we were doing it the right
way. So I thjnk that we were consistent jn the fact that we

always were questioning earlier decisions, especiaì'ly when

we were ìooking at them from a different viewpoint, and I
think. that's ímportant in any design."

SECTiON V:

This last section

the interviewee to

practicum student

of the questionnaire was des'igned to provide a forum for

add any comments, and to speculate about the role of a

on the pìannìng commjttee. All the members stated they
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would have no problems beÍng involved in a similar process in the future.

The Chairperson specified that the abiìity of the person to perform the

function would be the deciding factor for him, not whethen the person was a

student,

" I personal 'ly 
woul d probably not go i nto th i s ki nd of an

arrangement again without having somebody in your capacity.
I believe that this is an absolute essential person in a
pìanning process of this type."

The architect's recommendation was that the student should not be in the

same professional field as the user, to allow for some challeng'ing of

i deas.

"If you had been, for example, a psychiatry student, it may
not have been as productive as a social worker, because
there would have been a tendency to come with too much
togetherness, and not get that other vìewpoint, which in
this case is very appropriate, I thought, because that's a
big part of the project."
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C) SELF EVALUATION

My basic goa'ls for the practicum were to improve my social work skills

in the areas of planning and of group facilitation. The setting was

certainìy unique, and I felt honoured to have been a part of this

"once ín a Iifet'ime experience" of planning and desìgning a faciìity

which had been talked about for so many years.

The sophistication and experience, ín their particular discjp'lines and on

planning groups, of the senior staff vrho comprised the pìanning committee,

provided a challenge to the role of group facilitator. I came to appreciate the

intervent'ion of "influence" aS discussed by Morris, R. and Binstock,

R. when they quote-Banfield "by influence we mean the abiìity to get

others to act, think, or feel aS one intends". (Moris and Binstock

18) And specifica'11y, "influence which works by improving the ìogic

or the 'information of the 'influencee ("rational persuasion" ). (Morris

and Binstock ii7)

As with most groups, the initial reaction to my arrivaì, was at best skeptical.

My init'ia'l reaction was a feeling of being overwhelmed and challenged at what I

had proposed to do.

Qne of the first tasks I faced was learníng how to quickìy and accurately read

schematics and working drawings of increasing comp'lexity. Accurate recording of

decisjons at meetings and interventions in the decision making process were not

possible if I couldn't "keep up" with the experts - the archìtect, Manitoba

Health Services Commission representatives, and psych'iatrist, al'l of whom could
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interpret the drawings at a glance. A quick course in architectural terms was

also jn order, or my interpretation of the connection between lack of crawl

space and slab on slab, would have lacked more than c'larity.

My preference would have been to have had time and opportunity, prior to my

involvement with this Committee, to learn some basícs of the process of design

and the role of Manitoba Health Services Commission in buiìding facilities.

This preference comes from my present stance, when I know that the knowledge I

now have, would result in my beÍng more cognizant of the dífferent parts of this

compìex design process, than I was the "first time around." However, there was

no time ìapse between the availability and approval of this as a practicum síte,

and the beginning of the Planning CommÍttee Meetings.

gver time, in an unobtrusive manner, I graduaìly moved from prov'idíng the

Committee wjth concrete examples of my competence - comp'leting mÍnutes on time,

arrang'ing for resource people, etc. to interventions in the decision making

process. Qnce the Connnjttee established a workable level of trust wíth me, i

found my roìe to be one which provided much scope and creatívity. This I would

attribute to the sense of excitement and uniqueness associated with the project

and the working ìeveì of the members of the Committee.

My review of the literature was eclectic because there were so few

specific writings on the process of design'ing a mental health setting.

In this respect, I express my sincere apprecìatíon to Dr. Bruce Tefft'

a member of my advisory committee, who introduced me to Seymour

Sarason, "The Creation of Setti[9S", which I read and reread many

times, and utílized frequent'ly in díscussion with the Chairperson as a

predictor of what would happen next, and how to encourage'
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avoid it. The literature in the area of environmental desígn and design process

combined wíth the literature on group process, helped in my understanding of the

dynamics of the Planning Committee. Having worked jn the area of community

child and adolescent psychiatry, both ín rural ManÍtoba and in Winn'ipeg, I was

aware of my bias towards provision of services in the community. Reconciìíng

that bias with the mandate to design and build a psychiatrÍc hospitaì required

much reading, thÍnking, and pìanníng ín the areas of mental health service

deì i very.

It was not enough to say that the environment of the traditional psychiatríc

hospital is counter-therapeutíc. That part was easy. Decisions on what to

replace jt with, and where to draw the line between necessary security and

institutíonalized t-radition, were much more difficult. DiscussÍons on the

design of the residential bedrooms is one example. Instal'ling solid wood doors

might have been drawing the jine too far on the side of residential, home-like

atmosphere. Could we realìy make the room su'icide-proof, and supplement this

with staff attitudes and an atmosphere that would ensure the safety of acutely

disturbed adolescents? l,Jas it pushing the concept of rehabilitation too far to

refuse to hjre maintenance staff, and to expect adolescents to apply for iobs

and work with child care staff to keep a building of twenty-five thousand square

feet clean? hlas it appropríate to build a facilÍty that did not have a secure,

locked section, when we knew that some of the referraJs wou'fd be chronical]y,

mentally i'l'l young adults who might wander out on the street and be hurt?

And, once these risks had been considered and a decision reached, how does one

translate that into a physical design that can be accurateiy interpreted by

future staff and residents?
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answers -
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mereìy, options

as fol I ows:

"Creating a physica'l environment is under
formidable task. Unlike the administrative
cannot be changed , and th i s know'l edge i s a

creativity - under the best of círcumstances.

Anxiety and creativity are the descrìptors of the

continuing questions as to whether we had made

following the most appropriate direction. What

paid because of our continued emphasis on the

programmes?

the best of circumstances a

chart, a brand new structure
stimulus both to anxiety and
" ( Sarason 163)

feelings which attached to my

the best decisions and were

later price might have to be

phi'losophy of community-based

Throughout the proóess, I was most conscious of my role jn facilitat'ing the

decision-making process -

"encourage the committee to reach decisions that are consistent with
previous dec'isions and consistent with treatment phiìosophy and the.terms
of reference of the group". (Co-ordinating and facilitatíng functions).

These attempts to faciljtate consensus on decisions, and consistency in the

decision-making process, permeated a'11 my interventions, from the recording of

the group discussions, to direct interventions with the Planning Committee, and

to pre- and post-pìanning strategy sessions with the Chairperson. i carried out

the role'in different ways dependìng on the dynamics of the situation. At

times, I intervened directly with the Chairperson, Committee member, or group;

at other times, I worked through the Chairperson, facilìtating his abifity to
reach consensus rvith the group on issues that were critÍcal to the identified

needs of the user group.
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An example of the concrete result of these

savings resulting from the lack of change

intervention in the di scussions regarding

industrial kitchens.

interventions was the dramatic cost

orders. Another was my successful

the rol e of the residential and

I think my proposed role was particular'ly suited to someone with a social work

background. The Committee members connnent on this fact in the preceding

evaluatjon comments. Alan KleÍn, in discussing the "Group Worker and Commit-

tees" states,

"in the committee group, the concern of the worker is with the personal
needs of members only as they are related to a well-running committee, the
members ability to function effectively on the committee, and the achieve-
ment committee- goal" (203)

Klein also discusses the compìementary roles of the chairperson and the group

worker.

"The chairman and the group worker keep the group working on the iob to
done, keep the goa'ls before it, and enable the committee to move forward
get the job done."

These statements by Klein summarize the goals I had proposed for my work with

the Cornmittee, that of enabling the Planning Committee to comp'lete its mandated

task, and of my goal with the Chairperson, that of enab'ling the Chairperson to

effectively fulfiìl his role with the Committee, and in this situation, his role

as a user group and psychiatric representat'ive of the Planníng Committee.

The skills I demonstrated with the Connrittee in this practicum setting included

the folìowing: a pìanned approach to the Committee which resulted in gaining

their acceptance and trust; a demonstrated abiìity to observe and analyze the

dynamic relat'ionships at an affective and content level, among and between

be
to
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members, and the ab'ility to select the appropriate interventíon strategy and

time; the ability to modify the functions of my role to the changing needs of

the Committee; the ability to assess the group record and to use it for feed-

back, about and to the Committee as appropriate; and the abiìity to "give

simultaneous attention to the group processes, and to the functioning of the

ind jvidual members. " (Trecker- SocÍal Group l^lork 236)

In concluding, i wish to express my sincere thanks to the members of my

Practicum Advisory Committee, to the Chairperson, Dr. Joe Ryant, to

Dr. Bruce Tefft, to Ra'lph Kuropatwa, and to his replacement, Len Spearman, for

their support and assistance during this'lengthy process. I also wish to thank

xthe members of the Planníng Committee - the Chairperson, representatives from

the Manitoba Health Services Commission, and the architect and draftsperson, and

St. Jude, for giving me the opportunity to participate in this exciting adven-

ture, which resulted, after sixty years of faiìed attempts, Ín the successful

compìetion of the p'lanning and construction of the Manitoba Adolescent Treatment

Centre.
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.}fBLE

.ll"l:"r.":"".ilii"¿"1, rote wich the pranning Con¡nicÈee for rr¡e Marricoba
- Mv runcÈro..-'.iltí:.i::rï; :"Ël::;":" 

sËudenc r."' ii," Sciroor or soiiar
sroup process. i,,-pu.ro.,i"E-.r,i;;;i"]"r.illlot"::";.::Í",i,:::l::i;:_:ir".
One of che requiremenÈs for graduatc scudics is thc corrclrrctin¡¡ of an eval_
ii:::,'i ff;:'ilå;::;. :'::.:::":jj;i:::.. or nrv c'.¿,i;; .ì.u<rics advisory
?ranning c"r"ri.aÀäl' rvieu for tlte ¡:çi¡¡ç i¡rI" n,",ulr..s ii
The purpose of caping this inccrvieu iglacer dace- nlc n"t.ri.J- you provid" .ito 

crr¡L¡lc mc to t r.¡¡rscribc
l-I be Íncludcd j.n rny f ina I

.ON I

Rcflccring. on che p¡sc ruoche I>l¡nning has gone?

]N II.

'^lh¿t uere your expccca¡io¡rs

(t) Did rlrese expeccarions
furtllcr?

EVALUATION INSTRINIENT

ye.rrs sirrcc oUL- u()rk f i r:it

of nry invol vcrn(:¡ì¡: witi¡ ¡ l¡,,

cltange <-¡vcr t í¡rr¡.:./ fl.::r ,r,,rrr

¡dvjsor, hc
Corrf:;C tltesc

llcr:.rt¡, ll,,r, cl,l y6rr [ccl

l'l.r:rrr i rr:,, C;r;;lr¡l i L tr:r:?

r ' ( : i:l::;. . I I ¡'

tlte concent
rcPOrÈ-

Should you have anv

'!t.:i;: i:'.i:,*Ï"iliï:: 
;l':.i:;;ii"" i', i"ilî. î,ìl | "'ð,

'tl ul1¡¡ wsys did I fulfilt your c*¡rqç¡¿tj.ons?

a) C:rn you give me some examplcs?

¡l rrlt.'tt ways did t noc fulÍfll your ci:pc<:t..rt:iorr:;?

:!) C.'rn you give me sonre exanrplcs?
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-2-

SECTION III

Here fs a lisr of functlons rhat I proposed ro fulfill fn ny role on theComi-ttee- I will glve you a few Einutes Èo revieH the list, chen I qould llketo ask you sone quesefons regardfng lt.
(I) Hos fnporÈant do you feel each of Èhese functfons on Èhis lfst was to theachievenent of Ehe ComtÈteers goals?

(Z) AÈ the ÈLne, ehlch functfons eere you asare Èhat I vas perfoming?

(a) In retrospect can you recall any oÈher funcÈlons?

(b) Cau you thlnk of sone eroples?

(3) Hos successfully do you think rhat I fulftlled each funcrion?

(4) IJhat suggestloos could you glve rc on inprovlng uy performnqe in each ofthese areas?

SÊCTION IV

r sould rike you to race my perforunce in each of rhese functions. couldyou please ull this ln co my advisor? you roy uish to add sore Eittcn comenEsat the end of ft.

SECTION V

(r) rs there any funccion Ëhat you feer r perfomed thac we hiwc nor discussed?

(a) Cãn you elaboEate on that?

(2) If you vere asked ac some point in the fuEure to partÍcipate in a sinilar
arrangeEent , are there some changes you would reco@nd ?

(a) Can you elaborate on your ansser?

(3) Do you have any furcher co'*ncs to Mke uhfch you berieve sould be hetpfurto this evaluatLon of ny perfomnce?

thank you for your assistance Fith and corents on chis quescionnaire.

LR/asq l,einnc Boyd-
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III. 
,

FUNCTION

DOCIJMENT PROCESS AT
EACH MEETING

DESCRIPTION

Accurately record minutes and ensure
their dfstribution-

ARRANGE FOR CONSI]LIANTS/
RESOURCE MJ,TERIAL

Make arrangements for resource consultanÈs(education, occupational therapy) to attend
meeËÍngs r¿hen cheir specific expertise isrequired.

ASSIST IN GROIIP
I'ÍAINTENANCE FIJNCTIONS

Increase the personal satisfaction of each
member as it relates Eo his functioning inthe group.

Enhance group morale Èhrough support of a
common purpose, shared goals-

SUPPORT CONSENSUS
TESTING

Encourage group Èo explore areas of agree_
menE, suggest alternaÈives, propose compro_
mise soluEÍons.

FACILITATE DECISION-
MAKING PROCESS

- encourage participaÈion by all members
- explore wheEher commitEee is nearing a

decision, caution againsE premaEure
decision-rnaking and/or delayed or deferred
decision-making

- encourage commictee Eo reach decisions
that are consisEent with previous decÍsion
and consisÈenE r^rith treaEmenE phÍlosophy
and the rerms of reference of the grolp

- iniciace or propose ideas, acÈions or pro_
cedures relevant to the casks of the group.

FACILITATE CONFLICT
RESOLUTION

Explore disagreemenEs, relieve Èension and
bring to a resolution.
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IV. Performance RatLnq Sca1e

Please cfrcle your response:

DOCTJMENT PROCESS AT
EACII ¡{EEIING

A,RRANGE FOR CONS{TLTANTS/
RESOURCE MATERIAI

ASSIST IN GROUP

MAIMENANCE FIJNCTIONS

SUPPORT CONSENSUS
TESTING

FACILITATE DECISION-
}TAKING PROCESS

FACILITAÎE CONFLICT
RESOLUTION

Additional Comments:

I

J

þ
o
É

>.>\k
l¡o
o!>.uOÍ¡
q(!o
tú>.quq þ o>\ oø O i{t¡ >. (ü
i ! !o k q
s c, (!! o oø (ú Øo u -r{oq(Úou
E q? l¡q (Ú õ¿H{roqØ

! E'{ ø
f¡Ot(Ú!t¡
-0J Ê oo (Ú o
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IV. Performance Ratlug Scale

Please cfrcle your response:

DOCUMENT PROCESS ÁT
EACH MEE-IING

ARRANGE FOR CONSULTANTS/
RESOURCE HAIERIÁ,L

ÂSSIST IN GROUP

MÁ.INTENå.NCE FUNCTIONS

SUPPORT CONSENSUS

TESTING

FÁ.CILITATE DECISION-
MAKING PROCESS

FACILITATE CONFLICT
RESOLUÎION

Additional ComenÈs:

!
o
Ê
>\>rþ

¡ro
ouÞ\u(Jf¡oõo
6>rquq k o>. oa O Ì{þ >| (Úi u u o t¡ q¡! o (Ú! o oõ 6 øO ! ì{
9q6(J!
-ç o ¡{q 4 6Þilc,oqØ

U .(:l{ E>. d u! ì{ >.t-¡ o ìl (Ú u þ
-d é c)o 6 (,

6s

a

(,) '..-7a=:::'-::'--.. .

=4¿,+t.*:.:--.n

¿:['u/ .---*lz-- ..L-.:--:-.<:-.., -..- -"--. ->/
í--1'-: or.^)/.'---,-
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IV. Performance Ratl-ng Scale

Pleasg cf.rcle your response:

DOCI,JUENT PROCESS AT
EACI{ MEETING

ARRANGE FOR CONSTJLTANTS/
RESOURCE MÂTERIAI

ASSIST IN GROI'P
MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS

STJPPORT CONSENSUS

TESTINC

FACILITATE DECISION-
MAKING PROCESS

FACILITATE CONFLICT
RESOLUTION

Additional Comencs:

çÞ
þ
o
É
>\àk¡¡oou>\

!Of{
oõo
6>.qsq lJ o>. oo O -{1J >\ (d
iu!o!q
! (J (Úu o o6 d Øü u .r{
@q60!
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ôs
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L!<Js- ¿rr/.r./^

¿'-ts
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*

ïV- perfoFurance Ratinß Scale

Please circle your response:

DOCU}IENT PROCESS á.7
EACH ¡{EETING

AIIl{cE FoR coNs{rl.rANrs,/
RESOURCE }TAIERIAL

ASSISÎ IN GROUP
}II\INTENANCE FTJNCÎIONS

SUPPORT CONSENSUS
TESTTNG

FACILITATE DECISION_
MAKINC PROCESS

F¿,CILITATE CONFLICÎ
RESOLUTION

Additional Comnencs:
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IV. Performance Ratfng Scale

Please circle your response:

DOCTJ}ÍEMI PROCESS AT
EACH HEEÎING

ARRANGE FOR CONSI'LTANIS/
RESOURCE HATERIAL

ASSIST IN GROUP
HAINTENANCE FT]NCTIONS

SIJPPORT CONSENSUS
TESTING

FACILITATE DECISION-
}TAKING PROCESS

FACILITATE CONFLICT
RESOLUTION

Additional Comenrs:

'ë
Þ
f¡
o
é
xÞr r¡l{o
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qdo
6>r.HU
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IV- Performance Ratj.ng Scale

-

Please circle your response:

DOCI,JHENT PROCESS AT
EACH HEETING

ARR.ANGE FOR CONSULTANTS/
RESOURCE }ÍATERIAL

ÂSSIST IN GROUP

IIAINTEN¡,NCE FUNCTIONS

SUPPORT CONSENSUS
TESTING

FACILITATE DECISION_
HAKINC PROCESS

FACILII¡,TE CONFLICÎ
RESOLUTIO¡¡

Additional Comnencs:

à
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d
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